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Introduction

While the field of natural language processing has made tremendous strides as a result of machine learning techniques, systems trained within this traditional model typically do not generalize well beyond the characteristics of their training data. Especially with the influx of deep learning approaches in NLP, it is increasingly the case not only that systems are restricted in the conditions under which they work well—but also that we have little idea what exactly those conditions are.

We believe that linguistic knowledge will be instrumental to addressing these issues, so for this workshop we designed a special shared task, with the goal of bringing together researchers from NLP and linguistics to test the true linguistic generalization capacities of NLP systems. In addition to the shared task, the workshop also welcomed research contribution papers on the topic of linguistically generalizable NLP systems.

EMNLP 2017 hosts the first iteration of the Workshop on Building Linguistically Generalizable NLP Systems, in Copenhagen, Denmark on September 8, 2017.

This volume contains an overview paper describing the workshop and shared task, in addition to Shared Task Description papers from our task participants, and several Research Contribution papers. We received 13 paper submissions, including 9 in the Research Contribution track and 4 Shared Task Description track. We accepted 9 submissions: 5 Research Contributions, and 4 Shared Task Descriptions.

We are grateful to our program committee, our participants, and all authors who submitted papers for consideration, for making possible the first iteration of this workshop and shared task. We also thank the EMNLP 2017 organizers for their support.
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Abstract

This paper presents a summary of the first Workshop on Building Linguistically Generalizable Natural Language Processing Systems, and the associated Build It Break It, The Language Edition shared task. The goal of this workshop was to bring together researchers in NLP and linguistics with a shared task aimed at testing the generalizability of NLP systems beyond the distributions of their training data. We describe the motivation, setup, and participation of the shared task, provide discussion of some highlighted results, and discuss lessons learned.

1 Introduction

Machine learning techniques have had tremendously positive impact on the field of natural language processing, to the point that we now have systems for many NLP problems that work extremely well—at least when the NLP problem is carefully designed and these systems are tested on data that looks like their training data. Especially with the influx of deep learning approaches to NLP, we find ourselves more and more in the situation that we have systems that work well under some conditions, but we (and the models!) may have little idea what those conditions are.

We believe that linguistic knowledge is critical in many phases of the NLP pipeline, including:

1. Task design and choice of language(s)
2. Annotation schema design
3. System architecture design and/or feature design
4. Evaluation design and error analysis
5. Generalization beyond training data

Our goal in this workshop was to bring together researchers from NLP and linguistics through a carefully designed shared task. This shared task was designed to test the true generalization ability of NLP systems beyond the distribution of data on which they may have been trained. In addition to the shared task, the workshop also welcomed research contribution papers.

In this paper, we describe the shared task, laying out our motivations for pursuing this twist on the traditional set up (§2) and the various design decisions we made as we took the initial idea and worked to shape it into something that would be feasible for participants and informative for our field (§3). We then go on to describe our data (§4), the participating systems and breaker approaches (§5), and our approach to scoring (§6). Finally, we give an overview of the shared task results in §7, and discuss lessons learned in §8.

Our hope is that in laying out the successes and challenges of the first iteration of this shared task, we can help future shared tasks of this type to build on our experience. To this end, we also make available the datasets collected for and created during the shared task (§4).

2 Motivation: Robust NLP Systems

Natural language processing has largely embraced the “independently and identically distributed” (iid) probably-approximately-correct (PAC) model of learning from the machine learning community (c.f. Valiant, 1984), typically under a uniform cost function. This model has been so successful that it often simply goes unquestioned as the “right way” to do NLP. Under this model, any phenomenon that is sufficiently rare in a given corpus (seen as a “distribution of data”) is not worth addressing. Systems are not typically built to handle tail phenomena, and iid-based learning...
similarly trains systems to ignore such phenomena. This problem is exacerbated by frequent use of overly simplistic loss functions, which further encourage systems to ignore phenomena that they do not capture adequately.

The result is that NLP systems are quite brittle in the face of infrequent linguistic phenomena, a characteristic which stands in stark contrast to human language users, who at a very young age can make subtle distinctions that have little support in the distribution of data they’ve been exposed to (c.f., Legate and Yang, 2002; Crain and Nakayama, 1987). This ability also allows humans to avoid making certain errors due to over- or under-exposure. A computational counter-example is ignoring negations because they are relatively infrequent and typically only have a small effect on the loss function used in training.

The brittleness of current NLP systems, and the substantial discrepancy between their capacities and that of humans, suggests that there is much left to be desired in the traditional “iid” model. This applies not only to training and testing, but also to error analysis: iid development data is unlikely to exhibit all the linguistic phenomena that we might be interested in testing. Even if one is uninterested in the scientific questions addressed by testing a model’s ability to handle less frequent phenomena, it should be noted that any NLP system that is released is likely to be adversarially tested by users who want to break it for fun.

This state of affairs has not gone unnoticed. On the one hand, there is work on creating targeted evaluation datasets that exhibit and are annotated for particular linguistic phenomena, in order to facilitate fine-grained analysis of the linguistic capacities of systems for tasks such as parsing, entailment, and semantic relatedness (Rimell et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2011; Marelli et al., 2014). Additionally, there is an increasing amount of work on developing methods of exposing exactly what linguistic knowledge NLP models develop (Kádár et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015) and what linguistic information is encoded in models’ produced representations (Adi et al., 2016; Ettinger et al., 2016). Our aim in organizing this work-

1During a panel at the 1st Workshop on Representation Learning for NLP (ACL 2016; https://sites.google.com/site/pl4nlp2016/) some panelists acknowledged the fact that they could probably break any NLP system with very little effort—meaning it shouldn’t be hard to invent reasonable examples that would confuse the systems.

shop was to build on this foundation, designing the shared task to generate data specifically created to identify the boundaries of systems’ linguistic capacities, and welcoming further related research contributions to stimulate additional discussion.

3 Shared Task: Build It Break It, The Language Edition

To address the issues identified above, we developed a shared task inspired by the Build It Break It Fix It Contest2 and adapted for application to NLP. The shared task proceeded in three phases: a building phase, a breaking phase, and a scoring phase:

1. In the first phase, “builders” take a designated NLP task and develop techniques to solve it.
2. In the second phase, “breakers”, having seen the output of the builders’ systems on some development data, are tasked with constructing minimal-pair test cases intended to identify the boundaries of the systems’ capabilities.
3. In the third phase, builders run their systems on the newly created minimal pair test set and provide their predictions for scoring.

Builders are scored based how well their systems can withstand the attacks of breakers, and breakers are scored based on how well they can identify system boundaries.

The goals of this type of shared task are multi-fold: we want to build more reliable NLP technology, by stress-testing against an adversary; we want to learn more about what linguistic phenomena our systems are capable of handling so that we can guide research in interesting directions; we want to encourage researchers to think about what assumptions their models are implicitly making by asking them to break them; we want to engage linguists in the process of testing NLP systems; we want to build a test collection of examples that are not necessarily high probability under the distribution of the training data, but are nonetheless representative of language phenomena that we expect a reasonable NLP system to handle; and we want to increase cross-talk between linguistics and natural language processing researchers.

2https://buildithreakit.org
UCD finished the 2006 championship as Dublin champions, by beating St Vincents in the final.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>UCD finished the 2006 championship as Dublin champions, by beating St Vincents in the final.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicate</td>
<td>beating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Who beat someone?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>UCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Example QA-SRL item

3.1 Task Selection

In selecting the NLP task to be solved by the builders, we had a number of considerations. The task should be one that requires strong linguistic capabilities, so that in identifying the boundaries of the systems, breakers are encouraged to target linguistic phenomena key to increasing the robustness of language understanding. Additionally, we want the task to be without significant barrier to entry, to encourage builder participation.

In the interest of balancing these considerations and testing the effectiveness of different tasks, we ran two tasks in parallel: sentiment analysis and question-answer driven semantic role labeling (QA-SRL; He et al., 2015). The sentiment task consists of standard sentiment analysis performed on movie reviews. In the QA-SRL task, the input is a sentence and a question related to one of the predicates in the sentence, and the output is a span of the sentence that answers the question. See Figure 1 for an example item. The task allows for testing semantic role labeling without the need for a pre-defined set of roles, or for annotators with significant training or linguistic expertise.

3.2 Building

From the builders’ point of view, the shared task is similar to other typical shared tasks in our field. Task organizers provide training and development data, and the builder teams create systems on the basis of that data. We do not distinguish open versus closed tracks (use of provided training data is optional). Our goal was to attract a variety of approaches, both knowledge engineering-based and machine learning-based.

We considered requiring builders to submit system code as an alternative to running their systems on two different datasets (see Section 4). However, ultimately we decided in favor of builder teams running their own systems and submitting predictions in both phases.

3.3 Breaking

The task of breaker teams was to construct minimal pairs to be used as test input to the builder systems, with the goal of identifying the boundaries of system capacities. In order for a test pair to be effective in identifying a system’s boundaries, it needs to satisfy two requirements:

1. The system succeeds on one item of the pair but fails on the other.
2. The difference between the items in the pair is specific enough that the ability of the system to handle one but not the other can be attributed to an identifiable cause.

Satisfaction of requirement 1 is what we will refer to as “breaking” a system (note that this also applies if the system fails on the original example but succeeds on the hand-constructed variant).

Breakers were thus instructed to create minimal pairs on which they expected systems to make a correct prediction on one but not the other of the items. Breakers were additionally asked, while constructing minimal pairs, to keep in mind what exactly they would be able to conclude about a system’s linguistic capacity if it proved able to handle one item of a given pair but not the other. Along this line, breakers were encouraged to provide a rationale with each minimal pair, to explain their reasoning in making a given change.\(^3\)

In order to exert a certain amount of control over the domain and style of breakers’ items, we required breakers to work from data provided for each task. Specifically, we asked them to select sentences from the provided dataset and make targeted changes in order to create their minimal pairs. This means that each minimal pair consisted of one unaltered sentence from the original dataset and one sentence reflecting the breakers’ change to that sentence. This was done to ensure that systems had at least a reasonable chance at success, by scoping down the range of possible variants that breakers could provide.

As an example, let us say that the provided sentiment analysis dataset includes the sentence *I love this movie*, which has positive sentiment (+1). A breaker team could then construct a pair such as the following:

(1) +1 I love this movie!

\(^3\)Breaker instructions can be found here: https://bibinlp.umiacs.umd.edu/sharedtask.html
+1 I’m mad for this movie!

While the first item is likely straightforward to classify, we might anticipate a simple sentiment system to fail on the second, since it may flag the word mad as indicating negative sentiment. Breakers could choose to change the sentiment with their modification, or let it remain the same.

For the QA-SRL task, breakers were only to change the original sentence (and, if appropriate, the answer), leaving the question unaltered. For instance, breakers could generate the following item to be paired with the example in Figure 1:

(2) **Sent** UCD finished the 2006 championship as Dublin champions, when they beat St Vincents in the final.

**Ans** UCD (unchanged)

We might anticipate that the system would now predict the pronoun they as the answer to the question, without resolving to UCD.\(^4\)

The sets of minimal pairs created by the breakers then constituted the test set of the shared task, which was sent to builders to generate predictions on for scoring.

### 4 Shared Task Data

#### 4.1 Training Data

For the sentiment training data, we used the Sentiment Treebank dataset from Socher et al. (2013), developed from the Rotten Tomatoes review dataset of Pang and Lee (2005).\(^5\) Each sentence in the dataset has a sentiment value between 0 and 1, as well as sentiment values for the phrases in its syntactic parse. In order to establish a binary labeling scheme at the sentence level, we mapped sentences in range (0, 0.4) to “negative” and sentences in range (0.6, 1.0) to “positive”. Neutral sentences—those with a sentiment value between 0.4 and 0.6—were removed. The sentiment training data had a total of 6921 sentences and 166738 phrases. Phrase-level sentiment labels were made available to participants as an optional resource.

\(^4\)Breakers were not allowed to change the sentence such that the accompanying question was no longer answerable with a substring from the original sentence. For instance, breakers could not make a change such as **Terry fed Parker** → **Parker was fed** with an accompanying test question of **Who fed Parker?**, since the answer to that question would no longer be contained in the sentence.

\(^5\)Sentiment training data available here: [https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/](https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/)

For QA-SRL training data, we used the data created by He et al. (2015).\(^6\) These items were drawn from Wikipedia, and each item of the training data includes the sentence (with the relevant predicate identified), the question, and the answer. The training data had a total of 5149 sentences.

#### 4.2 Blind Development Data

Blind dev data was provided for builders to submit initial predictions on, as produced by their systems. These predictions were made available for breakers, to be used as a reference when creating test minimal pairs. For sentiment, we collected an additional 500 sentences from a pool of Rotten Tomatoes reviews for movies in the years 2003-2005. For annotations, we used the same method of annotation via crowd-sourcing that was used by Socher et al. (2013). For QA-SRL, we extracted a set of 814 sentences from Wikipedia and annotated these by crowd-sourcing, following the method of He et al. (2015).

#### 4.3 Starter Data for Breakers

As described above, breakers were given data from which to draw items that could then be altered to create minimal pairs. Sentiment breakers were provided an additional set of 500 sentiment sentences, collected and annotated by the same method as that used for the 500 blind dev sentences for sentiment. QA-SRL breakers were provided an additional set of 814 items, collected and annotated by the same method as the blind dev items for QA-SRL.

#### 4.4 Test Data

The test data for evaluating builder systems consisted of the minimal pairs constructed by the breaker teams. The labels for the pairs were provided by the breakers themselves, though additional crowd-sourced labels were made available for teams to check for any substantial deviations.

We release the minimal pair test sets, as well as annotated blind dev and starter data for sentiment and QA-SRL: [https://bibinlp.umiacs.umd.edu/data](https://bibinlp.umiacs.umd.edu/data).

\(^6\)QA-SRL training data available here: [https://dada.cs.washington.edu/qasrl/](https://dada.cs.washington.edu/qasrl/).
5 Task Participants

5.1 Builder Teams: Sentiment

Strawman Kyunghyun Cho contributed a sentiment analysis system intended to serve as a naïve baseline for the shared task. This model, called Strawman, consisted of an ensemble of five deep bag-of-ngrams multilayer perceptron classifiers. The model’s vocabulary was composed of the most frequent 100k n-grams from the provided training data, with \( n \) up to 2 (Cho, 2017).

University of Melbourne, CNNs The builder team from University of Melbourne (which also participated as a breaker team), contributed two sentiment analysis systems consisting of convolutional neural networks. One CNN was trained on data labeled at the phrase level (PCNN), and the other was trained on data labeled at the sentence level (SCNN) (Li et al., 2017).

Recursive Neural Tensor Network To supplement our submitted builder systems, we tested several additional sentiment analysis systems on the breaker test set. The first of these was the Stanford Recursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN) (Socher et al., 2013). This model is a recursive neural network-based sentiment classifier, composing words and phrases of input sentences based on binary branching syntactic structure, and using the composed representations as input features to softmax classifiers at every syntactic node. This model, rather than parameterizing the composition function by the words being composed (Socher et al., 2012), uses a single more powerful tensor-based composition function for composing each node of the syntactic tree.

DCNN The second supplementary sentiment system was the Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network from University of Oxford (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014). This is a convolutional neural network sentiment classifier that uses interleaved one-dimensional convolutional layers and dynamic k-max pooling layers, and handles input sequences of varying length.

Bag-of-ngram features Finally, we tested an additional bag-of-ngrams sentiment system with \( n \) up to 3, consisting of a linear classifier, implemented by one of the organizers in vowpal wabbit (Langford et al., 2007).

5.2 Breaker Teams: Sentiment

Utrecht The breaker team from Utrecht University used a variety of strategies, including insertion of modals and opinion adverbs that convey speaker stance, changes based in world knowledge, and pragmatic and syntactic changes (Staliūnaitė and Bonfil, 2017).

Ohio State University The breaker team from OSU also used a variety of strategies, classified as morphosyntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and world knowledge-based changes, to target hypothesized weaknesses in the sentiment analysis systems (Mahler et al., 2017).

University of Melbourne The breaker team from University of Melbourne opted to generate test minimal pairs automatically, borrowing from methods for generating adversarial examples in computer vision. They used reinforcement learning, optimizing on reversed labels, to identify tokens or phrases to be changed, and then applied a substitution method (Li et al., 2017). Some human supervision was used to ensure grammaticality and correct labeling of the sentences.

Team 4 The fourth sentiment breaker team did not submit a description paper, but the results from this team’s test set are reported below.

5.3 Builder Team: QA-SRL

The organizers provided a QA-SRL system, as there were no external builder submissions for this task. The provided system was a logistic regression classifier, trained with 1-through-5 skip-grams with a maximum skip of 4. Potential answers were neighbors and neighbors-of-neighbors in a dependency parse of the sentence (Stanford dependency parser; De Marneffe et al., 2006), and input to the classifier was the predicate, question verb, question string, and dependency relation between the predicate and the potential answer. An answer was marked as correct at training time if it overlapped at least 75% in characters with the true answer.

5.4 Breaker Team: QA-SRL

There was one breaker submission for QA-SRL. This team did not submit a description paper—however, the rationales provided for their submitted minimal pairs indicate that they made a variety of changes including adding modifiers, adding or
changing prepositional phrases, substituting synonyms, using distractor noun phrases, and targeting pronoun resolution.

6 Shared Task Scoring

For the purpose of scoring, a test minimal pair is considered to have “broken” a system if one item of the pair gets a correct prediction and the other item gets an incorrect prediction. As outlined above, this is to reward breakers for zeroing in on system boundaries.

For scoring the breakers, we decided to use the average across systems of the product of the system dev set accuracy and system breaking percentage. Specifically, if a breaker $j$ provides a set of examples $D_j$ to break systems $i = 1 \ldots N$, then the breaker score is:

$$\text{score}(j) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\text{break}(i,j)}{|D_j|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\text{acc}_i(\text{dev}) = \text{accuracy of system } i \text{ on dev}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\text{break}(i,j) = \#x \in D_j \text{ that break system } i$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

The motivation here is to weight breaker successes against a given system by the general strength of that system.

For scoring the builders, we used two metrics:

1. Average F score across all sentences (originals and modified) for all breaker teams
2. Percentage of sentence pairs that break system.

7 Results and Discussion

Since our participation in the QA-SRL task was minimal, we focus in this section on the results for the sentiment analysis task.

7.1 Aggregate Results

Aggregate results for builders are shown in Table 1. Computing by F1 score, Strawman comes out on top among builder systems with an average F1 of 0.528, followed by the phrase-based CNN and bag-of-grams. When scored by percentage of pairs that break the system, the phrase-based CNN comes out on top, broken by 24.39% of test pairs. The bag-of-grams model and DCNN follow closely behind, while the sentence-based CNN falls last by a fair margin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>average F1</th>
<th>% broken test cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strawman</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>25.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase-based CNN</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>24.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag-of-grams</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>24.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence-based CNN</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCNN</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>25.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNTN</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>25.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Builder team scores: Average F1 across all breaker test cases, and percent of breaker test cases that broke the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breaker</th>
<th>scorer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU</td>
<td>28.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>19.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team 4</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Breaker team scores

Utrecht falls in first place among breaker teams, followed closely by the breaker team from OSU.

7.2 Detailed Results

Aggregate scores obscure the important details that we aim to probe for with this shared task, namely the particular weaknesses of a given system targeted by a given minimal pair or set of minimal pairs. Figure 2 brings us closer to the desired granularity with individual breaking percentages, allowing us a clearer sense of the interaction between breaker team and builder system.

Some patterns emerge. The Utrecht and OSU breaker team are roughly on par across systems, with Utrecht pulling ahead by the largest margin on Strawman. These teams seem to have used a comparable variety of linguistically diverse and targeted attacks, which may explain the fact that they perform similarly.

The Melbourne test set stood out from the others in that it was automatically generated. As might be expected, this test set lags behind in breaking percentage against most systems—however, against the sentence-based CNN it performs on par with the other two teams.

The Team 4 test set has the lowest overall breaking percentages by a substantial margin. One interesting note is that this team’s test set receives one of its lowest breaking percentages against the
sentence-based CNN, which was the source of some of the highest breaking percentages for the other breaker teams.

7.3 Item-based Results

It is of course at the level of individual minimal pairs that our analysis of this shared task can have the most power. Tables 3 and 4 show a sample of breaker minimal pairs and builder system predictions on those pairs, allowing us to observe system performance at the item level for this sample. These examples were chosen with the goal of finding interesting strategies that break some systems but not others, in order to explore differences. However, we found that for a majority of successful test pairs, systems tended to break together.

On Utrecht pair 1a/b, we see that the addition of the word pain breaks Strawman and bag-of-ngrams, as we might expect from ngram-based systems. Apart from RNTN, which makes incorrect predictions on both items, the remaining systems are able to handle this change.

On Utrecht pair 2a/b, we see that bag-of-ngrams, DCNN, SCNN and RNTN all break, though in different directions, with SCNN and RNTN getting the altered sentence wrong, and bag-of-ngrams and DCNN getting the original sentence wrong. This suggests a lack of sensitivity to the subtly different sentiments conveyed in context by the substituted words unnerving and hilarious. Strawman and PCNN, however, predict both items correctly.

The substitution of the comparative phrase in OSU pair 1a/b impressively breaks every system, suggesting that the sentiment conveyed by the phrase just willing enough in context is beyond the capacity of any of the systems. The sarcasm addition in OSU 2a/b breaks Strawman, bag-of-ngrams and DCNN, but not SCNN or RNTN (while PCNN breaks in the opposite direction).

Strawman breaks on Melbourne 1a/b, which is interesting as we might expect the substituted item thrill to be flagged as carrying positive sentiment. Bag-of-ngrams fails on both items of the pair, and RNTN gives a neutral label for the second item.

Melbourne 2a/b employs a word re-ordering technique and breaks every system in various directions—except for bag-of-ngrams and RNTN, which fail on both items—suggesting that both the original and altered sentences of this pair give systems trouble.

Team 4 1a/b fools bag-of-ngrams with the altered sentence, while DCNN and RNTN make incorrect predictions on the original.

As we can see in these examples, by testing systems on minimal pair test items such as these we have the potential to zero in on the linguistic phenomena that any given system can and cannot handle. It is also clear that it is specifically when a system “breaks” (makes a correct prediction on one but not the other item), and when the change in the pair is targeted enough, that we are able to draw
straightforward conclusions. For instance, OSU
pair 1a/b allows us to conclude that inferring the
positive effect of the phrase just [...] enough on
a previously negative context is beyond the sys-
tems’ capacities. On the other hand, the more dif-
fuse changes in Melbourne pair 2a/b make it more
difficult to determine the precise cause of a system
breaking in one direction or the other.

Of course, to be more confident about our con-
clusions, we would want to analyze system pre-
dictions on multiple different pairs that target the
same linguistic phenomenon. This can be a goal
for future iterations and analyses.

8 Lessons for the Future

A variety of lessons came out of the shared task,
which can be helpful for future iterations or future
shared tasks of this type. We describe some of
these lessons here.

The choice of NLP task is an important one.
While QA-SRL is a promising task in terms of re-
quiring linguistic robustness, it yielded lower par-
ticipation than sentiment analysis. Strategies for
encouraging buy-in from both builders and break-
ers will be important. One strategy would be to
team up with existing shared tasks, to which we
could add a breaking phase.

While going through the labels assigned to the
minimal pairs by breaker teams, we find some la-
bel choices to be questionable. Since unreliable
labels will skew the assessment of builder perfor-
mance, in future iterations there should be an ad-
ditional phase in which we validate breaker labels
with an external source (e.g., crowd-sourcing).
To minimize cost and time, this could be done
only for examples that are “contested” by either
builders or other breakers.

The notion of a “minimal pair” is critical to this
task, so it is important that we define the notion
clearly, and that we ensure that submitted pairs
conform to this definition. Reviewing breaker sub-
missions, we find that in some cases breakers have
significantly changed the sentence, in ways that
may not conform to our original expectations. In
future iterations, it will be important to have clear
and concrete definitions of minimal pair, and it
would also be useful to have some external review
of the pairs to confirm that they are permissible.

For this year’s shared task we chose to limit
breakers by requiring them to draw from existing
data for creating their pairs. A potential variation
to consider would be allowing breaker teams to
create their own sentence pairs from scratch, in ad-
dition to drawing from existing sentences (with the
restriction that sentences should fall in the speci-
fied domain). This greater freedom for breakers
may increase the range of linguistic phenomena
able to be targeted, and the precision with which
breakers can target them.

Finally, it is important to consider general
strategies for encouraging participation. We iden-
tify two potential areas for improvement. First, the
timeline of this year’s shared task was shorter than
would be optimal, which placed an undue bur-
den in particular on builders, who needed to run
systems and submit predictions in two different
phases. A longer timeline could make participa-
tion more feasible. Second, participants may be
reluctant to submit work to be broken— to address
this, we might consider anonymous system sub-
missions in the future.

9 Conclusion

The First Workshop on Building Linguistically
Generalizable NLP systems, and the associated
first iteration of the Build It Break It, The Lan-
guage Edition shared task, allowed us to begin ex-
ploring the limits of current NLP systems with re-
spect to specific linguistic phenomena, and to ex-
tract lessons to build on in future iterations or fu-
ture shared tasks of this type. We have described
the details and results of the shared task, and dis-
cussed lessons to be applied in the future. We are
confident that tasks such as this, that emphasize
testing the effectiveness of NLP systems in han-
dling of linguistic phenomena beyond the training
data distributions, can make significant contribu-
tions to improving the robustness and quality of
NLP systems as a whole.
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ID | Minimal Pairs | Label | Rationale
--- | --- | --- | ---
Utrecht 1a | Through elliptical and seemingly oblique methods, he forges moments of staggering **emotional power** | +1 | Emotional pain can be positive
Utrecht 1b | Through elliptical and seemingly oblique methods, he forges moments of staggering **emotional pain** | +1 | -
Utrecht 2a | [Bettis] has a smoldering, humorless intensity that’s **unnerving**. | -1 | Funny can be positive & negative
Utrecht 2b | [Bettis] has a smoldering, humorless intensity that’s **hilarious**. | +1 | -
OSU 1a | A bizarre (and sometimes repulsive) exercise that’s **a little too willing** to swoon in its own weird embrace. | -1 | Comparative
OSU 1b | A bizarre (and sometimes repulsive) exercise that’s **just willing enough** to swoon in its own weird embrace. | +1 | -
OSU 2a | Proves that **fresh new work** can be done in the horror genre if the director follows his or her own shadowy muse. | +1 | Sarcasm (single cue)
OSU 2b | Proves that **dull new work** can be done in the horror genre if the director follows his or her own shadowy muse. | -1 | -
Melbourne 1a | Exactly the kind of **unexpected delight** one hopes for every time the lights go down. | +1 | -
Melbourne 1b | Exactly the kind of **thrill** one hopes for every time the lights go down. | +1 | -
Melbourne 2a | **American drama** doesn’t get any more meaty and muscular than this. | +1 | (Not provided)
Melbourne 2b | **This** doesn’t get any more meaty and muscular than **American drama**. | -1 | (Not provided)
Team4 1a | Rarely have good intentions been wrapped in such a **sticky** package. | -1 | -
Team4 1b | Rarely have good intentions been wrapped in such a **adventurous** package. | +1 | -

Table 3: Sample minimal pairs: Examples of minimal pairs created by different breaker teams with the minimal changes highlighted. ‘Label’ is the label provided to the pairs by the breaker teams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>True Label</th>
<th>Strawman</th>
<th>PCNN</th>
<th>Bag-of-ngrams</th>
<th>SCNN</th>
<th>DCNN</th>
<th>RNTN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht 1a</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht 1b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht 2a</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht 2b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU 1a</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU 1b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU 2a</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU 2b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne 1a</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne 1b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne 2a</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne 2b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team4 1a</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team4 1b</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Sample minimal pair predictions: Builder system predictions on the example minimal pairs from Table 3. ‘True Label’ is the label provided to the pairs by the breaker teams.
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Abstract

We report results on benchmarking Open Information Extraction (OIE) systems using RelVis, a toolkit for benchmarking Open Information Extraction systems. Our comprehensive benchmark contains three data sets from the news domain and one data set from Wikipedia with overall 4522 labeled sentences and 11243 binary or n-ary OIE relations. In our analysis on these data sets we compared the performance of four popular OIE systems, ClausIE, OpenIE 4.2, Stanford OpenIE and PredPatt. In addition, we evaluated the impact of five common error classes on a subset of 749 n-ary tuples. From our deep analysis we unreveal important research directions for a next generation of OIE systems.

1 Introduction

Open Information Extraction (OIE) is an important intermediate step of the nlp stack for many text mining tasks, such as summarization, relation extraction, knowledge base construction and question answering (Mausam, 2016; Stanovsky et al., 2015; Khot et al., 2017). OIE systems are designed for extracting n-ary tuples from diverse and large amounts of text, without being restricted to a fixed schema or domain. These tuples consist of one predicate and n arguments e.g: flew(Obama; from Berlin; to New York).

Users often desire to select a suitable OIE system for their specific application domain. Making the right choice is not an easy task. Unfortunately, there is surprisingly little work on evaluating and comparing results among different OIE systems. Worse, most OIE methods utilize proprietary and unpublished data sets. In most cases users can only rely on publications and need to download, compile and apply existing systems to their own data sets.

Contribution Ideally, one could compare different OIE systems with a unified benchmarking suite. As a result, the user could identify “sweet spots” of each system but also weaknesses for common error classes. The benchmarking suite should feature a diverse set of gold annotations with several thousands of annotated sentences. By exploring results and errors, the user can learn how to design the next generation of OIE systems or how to combine several systems into an ensemble.

Our contributions are: (1) We report results of a quantitative analysis on four commonly used OIE systems: Stanford OpenIE (SIE) (Angeli et al., 2015), OpenIE 4.2 (OIE), ClausIE (CIE) (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) or PredPatt (PP) (White et al., 2016). Which employ rule based as well as machine learning based methods on linguistic structures like dependency parses. These were applied on 4522 sentences and 11243 n-ary gold standard tuples. (2) We share in-depth insights on a qualitative error analysis of 749 n-ary tuples in 68 sentences from four gold standard data sets annotated by all four OIE systems.

(3) We provide an integrated benchmark for OIE systems consisting of three news data sets NYT-222, WEB-500 (Mesquita et al., 2013), PENN-100 (Xu et al., 2013) and a large OIE benchmark from Newswire and Wikipedia (Stanovsky and Dagan, 2016) combined in our evaluation tool RelVis. Our benchmark tool will be provided to the community under an open source license.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, Section 2 gives detailed insights on methods used for qualitative and quantitative evaluation. Section 3 introduces our evaluation system

\[1\text{https://github.com/allenai/openie-standalone}\]
Table 1: Data sets in RelVis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sent.</th>
<th># Tuple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NYT-222</td>
<td>n-ary</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEB-500</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>Web/News</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENN-100</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIE2016</td>
<td>n-ary</td>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>10359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in a demo walkthrough. We report in Section 4 in-depth insights on our experiment results. Finally, Section 5 concludes with design recommendations for next generation OIE systems.

2 Analysing Open IE Systems

We set up two experiments with four OIE systems STANFORD OPENIE (Angeli et al., 2015), OPENIE 4.2\(^2\), CLAUSIE (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) and PREDPAT (White et al., 2016) and four gold standard data sets. The qualitative analysis was done by two human judges, who classified errors in the output of the systems into six categories. Our qualitative analysis includes gold labeled data sets from previous evaluations, shown in Table 1.

2.1 Data sets

Our evaluation process for Open Information Extraction systems should be convenient and comparable. To meet this goal, we deliver supplementary scripts to import commonly used data sets with our evaluation system RelVis. The unified data model enables the user to perform quantitative comparisons and extensive analyses on widely used data sets. We used in our experiments four data sets, see Table 1, of which two feature only binary relations with two arguments. Data sets NYT-222 and OIE2016 also contain n-ary relations. These labeled data sets origin from Mesquita et al. (2013) and Stanovsky and Dagan (2016).

2.2 Measuring OIE Systems

A naive way to match a tuple to a gold standard is an equal match. Enforcing equal matching of boundaries in text to a gold standard delivers exact results for computing precision. However, this strategy penalizes other, potentially correct, boundary definitions beyond the gold standard. Dealing with multiple OIE systems and their different annotation styles requires a less restrictive matching strategy. A second strategy is a containment match where an argument or predicate is considered correct, if it at least contains a gold standard annotation. Hence, spans from the gold standard may be contained (fully) inside the spans of the annotation from the OIE system. However, this strategy may label over-specific tuples as correct and may lead to a lower precision and penalizes binary systems on n-ary data sets.

Therefore we introduce a relaxed containment strategy which removes a penalty for wrong boundaries especially for over-specific extractions. This strategy counts an extraction correct, even when the number of arguments doesn’t match the gold standard. For example, Stanford OIE, a system that only returns binary OIE tuples, performs well on NYT-nary (b), an n-ary data set and yields large parts of relatively short sentences as one argument. With the relaxed matching strategy Stanford OIEs binary extractions are counted correct as long as they contain all gold standard arguments.

The approach of Mesquita et al. (2013) has simplified the task by replacing all entities in the test set with the words “Europe” and “Asia”. In our opinion this decision is contrary to the definition of OpenIE given by Banko et al. (2007) which describes OIE as “domain-independent discovery of relations extracted from text and readily scales to the diversity and size of the Web corpus.” and may hide or even cause problems in the analysed systems.

Measurements. In our quantitative evaluation we calculate precision, recall and \(F_2\) measure at sentence level. Following Pink et al. (2014), we choose \(F_2\) instead of \(F_1\) measure because it gives the recall a larger impact. The basic intuition is that a high recall of an OIE system is critical to the performance of any downstream application that can apply additional filters.

2.3 Common Error Classes.

Authors of OIE systems distinguish among six major error classes, Table 3 reports errors for our four OIE systems. In the following paragraphs we describe each error class in detail.

Wrong Boundaries. Banko et al. (2007) describe this error as too large or too small boundaries for an argument or predicate of an OIE extraction. In each of the four OIE systems we observe wrong boundaries for at least one third of the results. This indicates that OIE systems often

\(^2\)https://github.com/allenai/openie-standalone
fail in generalizing to unseen word distributions. This might be caused by errors in used intermediate structures, such as dependency parses, or over-estimation of boundaries. Incorrect boundaries for relation arguments can prohibit fusing, linking or aggregating tuples for the same predicate. As a consequence, an additional system needs to filter out incorrect boundaries which may cause a drastic recall loss.

A solution proposed in the literature is to ‘wait’ until intermediate systems, such as dependency parser, POS tagger etc., provide an improved generalization. However, this may not always be the case for niche domains, such as medical text or text in enterprise scenarios, where often no labeled corpora for those intermediate systems exist.

Following Arnold et al. (2016a,b) we suggest end-to-end architectures, such as TASTY, an end-to-end named entity recognition and named entity linking system. TASTY leverage stacked deep learning architectures and requires only a few hundred labeled annotations to reach high F-measures in various domains and languages.

**Redundant Extraction.** In absence of a schema, OIE systems output redundant extractions for the same sentence, such as for the same subject-predicate structure. For example, in the sentence “Additionally, we included some other relevant results from the 2005 survey in Antwerp.” SIE yields two times the tuple (we, included, other relevant results). These OIE systems are tuned towards high recall and leave the decision to filter out redundant tuples to a downstream application (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013). The OIE system SIE which returns in extreme cases up to 140 tuples for the same sentence. Our results indicate that this error class has been resolved to a large extent in most systems by filtering and aggregating results from multiple similar extraction rules.

**Uninformative Extraction.** Following Fader et al. (2011), uninformative extractions are extractions that omit critical information. This type of error is caused by improper handling of relation phrases that are expressed by a combination of a verb with a noun, such as light verb constructions (LVCs). Adding syntactic and lexical constraints may solve this problem to certain extent.

**Missing Extraction - False Negatives.** This class describes relations which were not found by a particular system. According to Fader et al. (2011), missing extractions are often caused by argument-finding heuristics choosing the wrong arguments, or failing to extract all possible arguments. One example is the case of coordinations junctions. CIE and OIE can spot certain cases of coordinating conjunctions and do miss fewer tuples. Other sources of this error are lexical constraints filtering out a valid relation phrase, another source are errors in dependency parsing. Overall, we observe a trade-off among OIE systems between utilizing lexical constraints for filtering out uninformative tuples and thereby creating false negatives. Our results indicate that system OIE handles this trade-off slightly better than other systems.

**Wrong Extraction.** Stanovsky and Dagan (2016) consider a tuple as correct as long as it shares a specified threshold of characters with a gold annotation. However, this policy may lead to emitting large parts of a sentence as one argument and poses additional computation effort to a downstream application. We focus on sentence-level correctness (Mesquita et al., 2013; Angeli et al., 2015) and define a tuple as correct if the following conditions are met:

1. The selected matching strategy yields a match for the predicate.
2. The number of arguments aligns with the gold standard.
3. The selected matching strategy yields a match for all arguments.

This error class is critical since it is not possible to recover from a error of this class and it emits a wrong signal which might trigger additional errors in downstream tasks.

**Out of Scope.** We observe in Table 3 that our OIE systems yield more correct extractions as recognized by authors of gold data sets. For these additional annotations, we introduce an out of scope category. This label does not indicate an error, but it helps us from distinguishing errors of gold labels and additional annotations of a particular OIE system that are not present in the gold standard. Our two judges marked an annotation, in the qualitative evaluation, as out of scope if it is valid and provides an information gain. If marked as out of scope, no other error category is applied to the extraction.
3 The RelVis System

In the following Section, we guide through our OIE benchmark system which was used to perform the quantitative and qualitative analysis. We show how the system can support a user in such sophisticated evaluation processes.

Startup. At system initialisation, RelVis reads gold-annotations. Next, the system stores extraction and gold annotations in a RDBMS from which a web based front end visualizes text data and annotations.

Dashboards for exploring annotations. Now, the user can start exploring results and understanding the behaviour of each system. Figure 1 visualizes in a dashboard example sentences, precision, recall and $F_2$ scores for each OIE system and for each error class.

Please note, RelVis plots error distributions as a Kiviat diagram and draws bar charts for comparing error class impacts for each OIE system. In addition, the user can export results as tables and CSV files from the database, as shown in Table 3 and Table 2.

Understanding and adding a single annotation. RelVis visualizes OIE extractions on sentence level. Figure 3 shows how the dashboard visualizes example sentences. For each hit by a system, the user can drill down into a single sentence and can understand extraction predicates or arguments. Next, she can dive down into correct or incorrect annotations, can add labels for error classes for incorrect annotations or may leave a comment, see also Figure 2. We permit the user to apply multiple error classes to each part of an annotation, such as a predicate or argument. Next, she can focus on a sentence of interest and can compare extractions between different OIE systems.

We permit the user to update or add new annotations with a BRAT style functionality (Stenetorp et al., 2012), optimized for n-ary OIE relations.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot to illustrate the process. The user selects a sentence to annotate and starts with the first annotation by clicking on the “Add new OIE Relation” button (6). Next, she marks the predicate and arguments in the sentence for her first annotation by selecting them with the cursor and interacting with Button (1) and (2). The system indicates predicates (4) in green and arguments (5) in blue colour.

4 Experiment Results

In a quantitative evaluation we report precision, recall and $F_2$ scores on all four data sets. Table 2 reports overall results for four OIE systems on all four data sets, with the limitation that only a subset of OIE2016, containing 1768 sentences, was available to us. We conduct our experiments with an exact (a) and relaxed (b) containment match strategy.

For the qualitative evaluation we execute four OIE systems on 17 sentences of each data set. This resulted in 749 predicted extractions which we evaluate and classify into error categories by two human judges, as shown in Table 3. Additionally, Figure 4 gives an overview of the general performance of all tools over all data sets. We apply a strict containment match strategy in this evaluation. Observing that multiple errors can happen to a single extraction, we assign in these cases more than one error category.

Note, for both experiments, we configure system CIE to binary extraction mode for binary data sets and otherwise in n-ary mode.

4.1 General Findings

We observe no clear overall winner: Each OIE system works best on a particular data set, and no OIE system significantly outperforms on two or more data sets.

Boundary Errors. We observe that an OIE system causes boundary errors often by over- or under-specific argument spans. In more rare cases the source for this error are predicate spans. Both, argument and predicate related errors can be caused by wrong intermediate structures in a particular OIE system. Another source of the problem could be the argument candidate generation, which overestimates the size of an argument span, so that it envelopes multiple distinct arguments. Further causes for a boundary error are different annotation styles, which appear among systems as well as among gold standard data sets.

As one possible source for the overall bad results on the NYT-222 dataset, we pinpoint the differing styles of conjunction extraction. Consider a gold standard which expects a single extraction with multiple arguments for the sentence: “DENVER BRONCOS signed LB Kenny Jackson, DT Garrett Johnson and CB Sam Young.” like e.g. signed(DENVER BRONCOS; Kenny Jackson; Garrett Johnson; Sam Young). Systems CIE and
Figure 1: Screenshot of the sentence selection view of RelVis. (1) For each sentence in the document we show text and number of extractions by system. (2) The “Legend panel” denotes various OIE systems with different colours. (3) The lower right hand side shows visualizations of error evaluation statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>ClausIE (%)</th>
<th>OpenIE 4.2 (%)</th>
<th>Stanford OIE (%)</th>
<th>PredPatt (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENN-100 (a)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>12.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENN-100 (b)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEB-500 (a)</td>
<td>16.33</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>34.03</td>
<td>12.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEB-500 (b)</td>
<td>16.33</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>34.03</td>
<td>13.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYT-222 (a)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYT-222 (b)</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>11.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIE2016 (a)</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>24.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIE2016 (b)</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>39.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Quantitative Evaluation. The (b) variant are results with relaxed containment match strategy and (a) are those with the strict containment strategy.

OIE yield persons and their positions as one large argument in a binary relation: \textit{signed(DENVER BRONCOS; LB Kenny Jackson, DT Garrett Johnson and CB Sam Young.)}. On the contrary, System PP implements another style extracting every person of the sample sentence in an own binary relation.

SIE, a binary extraction system, performs surprisingly well on this data set with the relaxed containment match strategy and on \textit{NYT-222 (b)}. With a strict containment match strategy, NYT-222 (a), the system was not able to find a correct extraction, because the data set does not contain binary relations. Using a relaxed containment match strategy, system SIE outperforms all other systems, by extracting large, over-specific arguments. This shifts additional effort for further processing towards downstream applications. This shows the importance of taking boundaries into account in an evaluation. However, system SIE fails on the extraction of OIE2016, which contains more complex sentences, including numerical values and multiple gold annotations in comparison to NYT-222.
Table 3: Occurrences of extraction errors found in the qualitative analysis of four OIE systems on 17 sentences drawn from four gold standard datasets. 749 predicted extractions were evaluated in total. Note: multiple errors per predicted extraction are possible and that number of missed extractions is naturally not contained in # Predicted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>NYT-222 (n-ary)</th>
<th>OIE2016 (n-ary)</th>
<th>PENN-100 (binary)</th>
<th>WEB-500 (binary)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Relations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIE</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIE</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIE</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Correct
- CIE: 42, OIE: 35, PP: 68, SIE: 74
- CIE: 28, OIE: 30, PP: 57, SIE: 91
- CIE: 63, OIE: 34, PP: 61, SIE: 49
- CIE: 33, OIE: 22, PP: 24, SIE: 38

# Redundant
- CIE: 0, OIE: 0, PP: 18, SIE: 0
- CIE: 1, OIE: 0, PP: 0, SIE: 4
- CIE: 2, OIE: 0, PP: 0, SIE: 0
- CIE: 1, OIE: 0, PP: 0, SIE: 10

# Uninformative
- CIE: 4, OIE: 2, PP: 8, SIE: 0
- CIE: 2, OIE: 0, PP: 0, SIE: 3
- CIE: 9, OIE: 3, PP: 9, SIE: 0
- CIE: 9, OIE: 9, PP: 9, SIE: 9

# Boundaries
- CIE: 11, OIE: 17, PP: 18, SIE: 39
- CIE: 69, OIE: 14, PP: 5, SIE: 14
- CIE: 14, OIE: 9, PP: 4, SIE: 8
- CIE: 19, OIE: 8, PP: 2, SIE: 2

# Out of Scope
- CIE: 24, OIE: 17, PP: 34, SIE: 30
- CIE: 7, OIE: 6, PP: 21, SIE: 13
- CIE: 33, OIE: 17, PP: 31, SIE: 18
- CIE: 8, OIE: 12, PP: 14, SIE: 14

# Missed
- CIE: 4, OIE: 1, PP: 5, SIE: 8
- CIE: 4, OIE: 7, PP: 12, SIE: 14
- CIE: 14, OIE: 6, PP: 7, SIE: 8
- CIE: 3, OIE: 11, PP: 6

Figure 2: Interface for specifying the correctness (1), comment on error cause (2) and error class (3) of an OIE extraction.

Missed Extractions. Noisy text, wrong intermediate structures and different annotation styles among gold data sets often trigger this error. We report a significant drop in recall for all systems on the WEB-500 dataset compared to PENN-100, except for CIE, see Table 2, even though both data sets show a similar annotation style. However, the WEB-500 data set is quite noisy and contains HTML-character encodings, unfinished sentences or headlines with special characters. Those artifacts cause errors in intermediate structures, like dependency parses or POS tags, which causes the systems to fail. In particular, the n-ary systems OIE or PP do not seem to be robust to such noisy data.

Another source for missed relations is a mismatch between annotation styles. For example, system CIE shows a different style as the gold annotation in PENN-100, NYT-222 and WEB-500 data sets. A closer inspection reveals that CIE’s verb centric extraction behaviour handles nominal or adjectival triggered relations (Peng et al., 2014) in a different style as the gold standard data set. Its design triggers inserting an artificial predicate (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) which can cause many missed annotations in our evaluation. For example, consider the following sentence: “At least one potential GEC partner, Matra, insists it isn’t interested in Ferranti.” System CIE extracts the tuple: is(one potential GEC partner; Matra), but the style of the gold standard expects: partner(GEC; Matra). We explain the increase of all scores of system CIE by the larger number of gold annotations, compared to PENN-100, which does not interfere with the annotation style of system CIE.

Wrong and uninformative unary extractions. Wrong extraction errors are in many cases complex and caused by other errors. For example, a boundary error often leads to missing a important information like a negation. Furthermore, we observe problems in the predicate candidate selection process for unary extractions which leads to wrong extractions.

Uninformative extractions are mostly yielded by systems CIE and PP. In many cases, these errors are triggered in possessive relations without resolved co-references or relations with adjectival triggers, e.g. first(world war). To overcome these problems, we suggest to improve filtering for uninformative unary relations, supply additional
checks for missed negations or important arguments and integrate a co-reference resolution components into next generation OIE systems.

**Redundant Extractions** Redundant extractions exclusively occur in systems SIE and CIE\(^3\).

### 4.2 Data set Specific Findings

**OIE systems are still designed towards binary tuples.** Very first OIE systems had been designed towards emitting binary OIE tuples. Therefore, we observe that all systems achieve a better recall score on the binary data sets when the strict containment strategy is used. This is caused by larger number of possible errors in an n-ary task.

Additionally, inconsistent extraction styles for n-ary relations in both, systems and gold standards, cause errors.

**Out of Scope.** The PENN-100 data set supplies for every sentence just one gold extraction. In most cases it represents a non verbal triggered relation. This leads to many out of scope extractions, because most of the systems perform well in extracting verbal triggered relations. Each OIE system yields out of scope extractions in particular on the NYT-222 data set, which shows that the gold annotations in this data set do not cover capabilities of modern OIE systems.

Data set OIE2016 features the lowest number of out of scope extractions overall. It provides multiple gold annotations per sentence and covers a wide variety of extractions, starting with unary up to 7-ary tuples. System PP yields non verbal triggered unary extractions more often than other systems, which is the reason for its steady high number of out of scope extractions.

### 5 Conclusion

To our best knowledge this is the first attempt of a comprehensive in-depth error analysis, containing quantitative and qualitative evaluations, of four OIE systems on four data sets. In our future work we will publish our benchmark system RelVis, data sets and adapters under an open source licence for the general OIE community.\(^4\)

Because of the nature of the OIE task, we conclude that there is a lack in stringent annota-

---

\(^3\)in binary extraction mode

\(^4\)https://github.com/SchmaR/RelVis
tion policies, which makes a comparative analysis but also the design of OIE system often difficult. Moreover, each tested OIE system depends on syntactic taggers that often propagate errors towards the logic for extracting OIE tuples. We also observe fewer errors among binary OIE tuples. This indicates that current OIE systems have not reached an effective design yet for extracting higher order n-ary tuples. Only system PP leverages well researched ideas from normal forms in data base theory in its design.

We suggest designers of next generation OIE systems to test their systems against various data sets, even data sets in idiosyncratic domains not included in this benchmark. Moreover, next generation OIE systems should offer some convenient ‘knobs’ for tuning it towards common downstream tasks, such as populating a knowledge base or extracting typed relations against a schema.
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Abstract

Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (g2p) is necessary for text-to-speech and automatic speech recognition systems. Most g2p systems are monolingual: they require language-specific data or handcrafting of rules. Such systems are difficult to extend to low resource languages, for which data and handcrafted rules are not available. As an alternative, we present a neural sequence-to-sequence approach to g2p which is trained on spelling–pronunciation pairs in hundreds of languages. The system shares a single encoder and decoder across all languages, allowing it to utilize the intrinsic similarities between different writing systems. We show an 11% improvement in phoneme error rate over an approach based on adapting high-resource monolingual g2p models to low-resource languages. Our model is also much more compact relative to previous approaches.

1 Introduction

Accurate grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (g2p) is important for any application that depends on the sometimes inconsistent relationship between spoken and written language. Most prominently, this includes text-to-speech and automatic speech recognition. Most work on g2p has focused on a few languages for which extensive pronunciation data is available (Bisani and Ney, 2008; Novak et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2015; Yao and Zweig, 2015, inter alia). Most languages lack these resources. However, a low resource language’s writing system is likely to be similar to the writing systems of languages that do have sufficient pronunciation data. Therefore g2p may be possible for low resource languages if this high resource data can be properly utilized.

We attempt to leverage high resource data by treating g2p as a multisource neural machine translation (NMT) problem. The source sequences for our system are words in the standard orthography in any language. The target sequences are the corresponding representation in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Our results show that the parameters learned by the shared encoder–decoder are able to exploit the orthographic and phonemic similarities between the various languages in our data.

2 Related Work

2.1 Low Resource g2p

Our approach is similar in goal to Deri and Knight (2016)’s model for adapting high resource g2p models for low resource languages. They trained weighted finite state transducer (wFST) models on a variety of high resource languages, then transferred those models to low resource languages, using a language distance metric to choose which high resource models to use and a phoneme distance metric to map the high resource language’s phonemes to the low resource language’s phoneme inventory. These distance metrics are computed based on data from Phoible (Moran et al., 2014) and URIEL (Littell et al., 2017).

Other low resource g2p systems have used a strategy of combining multiple models. Schlippe et al. (2014) trained several data-driven g2p systems on varying quantities of monolingual data and combined their outputs with a phoneme-level voting scheme. This led to improvements over the best-performing single system for small quantities of data in some languages. Jyothi and Hasegawa-Johnson (2017) trained recurrent neural networks for small data sets and found that a version of their system that combined the neural network output
with the output of the wFST-based Phonetisaurus system (Novak et al., 2016) did better than either system alone.

A different approach came from Kim and Snyder (2012), who used supervised learning with an undirected graphical model to induce the grapheme–phoneme mappings for languages written in the Latin alphabet. Given a short text in a language, the model predicts the language’s orthographic rules. To create phonemic context features from the short text, the model naively maps graphemes to IPA symbols written with the same character, and uses the features of these symbols to learn an approximation of the phonotactic constraints of the language. In their experiments, these phonotactic features proved to be more valuable than geographical and genetic features drawn from WALS (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013).

2.2 Multilingual Neural NLP

In recent years, neural networks have emerged as a common way to use data from several languages in a single system. Google’s zero-shot neural machine translation system (Johnson et al., 2016) shares an encoder and decoder across all language pairs. In order to facilitate this multi-way translation, they prepend an artificial token to the beginning of each source sentence at both training and translation time. The token identifies what language the sentence should be translated to. This approach has three benefits: it is far more efficient than building a separate model for each language pair; it allows for translation between languages that share no parallel data; and it improves results on low-resource languages by allowing them to implicitly share parameters with high-resource languages. Our g2p system is inspired by this approach, although it differs in that there is only one target “language”, IPA, and the artificial tokens identify the language of the source instead of the language of the target.

Other work has also made use of multilingually-trained neural networks. Phoneme-level polyglot language models (Tsvetkov et al., 2016) train a single model on multiple languages and additionally condition on externally constructed typological data about the language. Östling and Tiedemann (2017) used a similar approach, in which a character-level neural language model is trained on a massively multilingual corpus. A language embedding vector is concatenated to the input at each time step. The language embeddings their system learned correlate closely to the genetic relationships between languages. However, neither of these models was applied to g2p.

3 Grapheme-to-Phoneme

g2p is the problem of converting the orthographic representation of a word into a phonemic representation. A phoneme is an abstract unit of sound which may have different realizations in different contexts. For example, the English phoneme /p/ has two phonetic realizations (or allophones):

- [pʰ], as in the word ‘pain’ [pʰ ə n]
- [p], as in the word ‘Spain’ [s p ə n]

English speakers without linguistic training often struggle to perceive any difference between these sounds. Writing systems usually do not distinguish between allophones: [pʰ] and [p] are both written as ⟨p⟩ in English. The sounds are written differently in languages where they contrast, such as Hindi and Eastern Armenian.

Most writing systems in use today are glottographic, meaning that their symbols encode solely phonological information. But despite being glottographic, in few writing systems do graphemes correspond one-to-one with phonemes. There are cases in which multiple graphemes represent a single phoneme, as in the word the in English:

\[
\text{th} \quad e
\]

There are cases in which a single grapheme represents multiple phonemes, such as syllabaries, in which each symbol represents a syllable.

In many languages, there are silent letters, as in the word hora in Spanish:

\[
\text{h} \quad \text{o} \quad \text{r} \quad \text{a}
\]

There are more complicated correspondences, such as the silent e in English that affects the pronunciation of the previous vowel, as seen in the pair of words cape and cap.

It is possible for an orthographic system to have any or all of the above phenomena while remaining unambiguous. However, some orthographic...
systems contain ambiguities. English is well-known for its spelling ambiguities. Abjads, used for Arabic and Hebrew, do not give full representation to vowels.

Consequently, g2p is harder than simply replacing each grapheme symbol with a corresponding phoneme symbol. It is the problem of replacing a grapheme sequence

\[ G = g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m \]

with a phoneme sequence

\[ \Phi = \phi_1, \phi_2, \ldots, \phi_n \]

where the sequences are not necessarily of the same length. Data-driven g2p is therefore the problem of finding the phoneme sequence that maximizes the likelihood of the grapheme sequence:

\[ \hat{\Phi} = \arg \max_{\Phi'} \Pr(\Phi' | G) \]

Data-driven approaches are especially useful for problems in which the rules that govern them are complex and difficult to engineer by hand. g2p for languages with ambiguous orthographies is such a problem. Multilingual g2p, in which the various languages have similar but different and possibly contradictory spelling rules, can be seen as an extreme case of that. Therefore, a data-driven sequence-to-sequence model is a natural choice.

### 4 Methods

#### 4.1 Encoder–Decoder Models

In order to find the best phoneme sequence, we use a neural encoder–decoder model with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The model consists of two main parts: the encoder compresses each source grapheme sequence \( G \) into a fixed-length vector. The decoder, conditioned on this fixed-length vector, generates the output phoneme sequence \( \Phi \).

The encoder and decoder are both implemented as recurrent neural networks, which have the advantage of being able to process sequences of arbitrary length and use long histories efficiently. They are trained jointly to minimize cross-entropy on the training data. We had our best results when using a bidirectional encoder, which consists of two separate encoders which process the input in forward and reverse directions. We used long short-term memory units (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) for both the encoder and decoder. For the attention mechanism, we used the general global attention architecture described by Luong et al. (2015).

We implemented all models with OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). Our hyperparameters, which we determined by experimentation, are listed in Table 1.

#### 4.2 Training Multilingual Models

Presenting pronunciation data in several languages to the network might create problems because different languages have different pronunciation patterns. For example, the string ‘real’ is pronounced differently in English, German, Spanish, and Portuguese. We solve this problem by prepending each grapheme sequence with an artificial token consisting of the language’s ISO 639-3 code enclosed in angle brackets. The English word ‘real’, for example, would be presented to the system as

\[ <\text{eng}> \text{r e a l} \]

The artificial token is treated simply as an element of the grapheme sequence. This is similar to the approach taken by Johnson et al. (2016) in their zero-shot NMT system. However, their source-side artificial tokens identify the target language, whereas ours identify the source language. An alternative approach, used by Östling and Tiedemann (2017), would be to concatenate a language embedding to the input at each time step. They do not evaluate their approach on grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.

### 5 Data

In order to train a neural g2p system, one needs a large quantity of pronunciation data. A standard

![Table 1: Hyperparameters for multilingual g2p models](https://github.com/bpopeters/mg2p)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enc. &amp; dec. model type</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>Enc. &amp; dec. layers</th>
<th>Hidden layer size</th>
<th>Source embedding size</th>
<th>Target embedding size</th>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Optimizer</th>
<th>Learning rate</th>
<th>Training epochs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
dataset for g2p is the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (Lenzo, 2007). However, that is a monolingual English resource, so it is unsuitable for our multilingual task. Instead, we use the multilingual pronunciation corpus\(^3\) collected by Deri and Knight (2016) for all experiments. This corpus consists of spelling–pronunciation pairs extracted from Wiktionary. It is already partitioned into training and test sets. Corpus statistics are presented in Table 2.

In addition to the raw IPA transcriptions extracted from Wiktionary, the corpus provides an automatically cleaned version of transcriptions. Cleaning is a necessary step because web-scraped data is often noisy and may be transcribed at an inconsistent level of detail. The data cleaning used here attempts to make the transcriptions consistent with the phonemic inventories used in Phoible (Moran et al., 2014). When a transcription contains a phoneme that is not in its language’s inventory in Phoible, that phoneme is replaced by the phoneme with the most similar articulatory features that is in the language’s inventory. Sometimes this cleaning algorithm works well: in the German examples in Table 3, the raw German symbols /χ/ and /ç/ are both converted to /x/. This is useful because the /χ/ in Ansbach and the /ç/ in Kaninchen are instances of the same phoneme, so their phonemic representations should use the same symbol. However, the cleaning algorithm can also have negative effects on the data quality. For example, the phoneme /j/ is not present in the Phoible inventory for German, but it is used in several German transcriptions in the corpus. The cleaning algorithm converts /j/ to /l/ in all German transcriptions, whereas /t/ would be a more reasonable guess. The cleaning algorithm also removes most suprasegmentals, even though these are often an important part of a language’s phonology. Developing a more sophisticated procedure for cleaning pronunciation data is a direction for future work, but in this paper we use the corpus’s provided cleaned transcriptions in order to ease comparison to previous results.

6 Experiments

We present experiments with two versions of our sequence-to-sequence model. LangID prepends each training, validation, and test sample with an artificial token identifying the language of the sample. NoLangID omits this token. LangID and NoLangID have identical structure otherwise. To translate the test corpus, we used a beam width of 100. Although this is an unusually wide beam and had negligible performance effects, it was necessary to compute our error metrics.

### 6.1 Evaluation

We use the following three evaluation metrics:

- **Phoneme Error Rate (PER)** is the Levenshtein distance between the predicted phoneme sequences and the gold standard phoneme sequences, divided by the length of the gold standard phoneme sequences.

- **Word Error Rate (WER)** is the percentage of words in which the predicted phoneme sequence does not exactly match the gold standard phoneme sequences.

- **Word Error Rate 100 (WER 100)** is the percentage of words in the test set for which the correct guess is not in the first 100 guesses of the system.

In system evaluations, WER, WER 100, and PER numbers presented for multiple languages are averaged, weighting each language equally (following Deri and Knight, 2016).

It would be interesting to compute error metrics that incorporate phoneme similarity, such as those proposed by Hixon et al. (2011). PER weights all phoneme errors the same, even though some errors are more harmful than others: /d/ and /k/ are usually contrastive, whereas /d/ and /l/ almost never are. Such statistics would be especially interesting for evaluating a multilingual system, because

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>631,828</td>
<td>25,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripts</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Corpus Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang.</th>
<th>Script</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Cleaned IPA</th>
<th>Raw IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deu</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Ansbach</td>
<td>aː n s b aː x</td>
<td>ansbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deu</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Kaninchen</td>
<td>k aː n i n x aː n</td>
<td>kaninçan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eus</td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>untxi</td>
<td>u β ʃ i</td>
<td>unʃi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Example entries from the Wiktionary training corpus

\(^3\)https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B7R_gATfZJ2aWkpSWHpayXUK1WIWmM
different languages often map the same grapheme to phonemes that are only subtly different from each other. However, these statistics have not been widely reported for other g2p systems, so we omit them here.

6.2 Baseline

Results on LangID and NoLangID are compared to the system presented by Deri and Knight (2016), which is identified in our results as wFST. Their results can be divided into two parts:

- High resource results, computed with wFSTs trained on a combination of Wiktionary pronunciation data and g2p rules extracted from Wikipedia IPA Help pages. They report high resource results for 85 languages.

- Adapted results, where they apply various mapping strategies in order to adapt high resource models to other languages. The final adapted results they reported include most of the 85 languages with high resource results, as well as the various languages they were able to adapt them for, for a total of 229 languages. This test set omits 23 of the high resource languages that are written in unique scripts or for which language distance metrics could not be computed.

6.3 Training

We train the LangID and NoLangID versions of our model each on three subsets of the Wiktionary data:

- LangID-High and NoLangID-High: Trained on data from the 85 languages for which Deri and Knight (2016) used non-adapted wFST models.

- LangID-Adapted and NoLangID-Adapted: Trained on data from any of the 229 languages for which they built adapted models. Because many of these languages had no training data at all, the model is actually only trained on data in 157 languages. As is noted above, the Adapted set omits 23 languages which are in the High test set.

- LangID-All and NoLangID-All: Trained on data in all 311 languages in the Wiktionary training corpus.

In order to ease comparison to Deri and Knight’s system, we limited our use of the training corpus to 10,000 words per language. We set aside 10 percent of the data in each language for validation, so the maximum number of training words for any language is 9000 for our systems.

6.4 Adapted Results

On the 229 languages for which Deri and Knight (2016) presented their final results, the LangID version of our system outperforms the baseline by a wide margin. The best performance came with the version of our model that was trained on data in all available languages, not just the languages it was tested on. Using a language ID token improves results considerably, but even NoLangID beats the baseline in WER and WER 100. Full results are presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
<th>WER 100</th>
<th>PER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wFST</td>
<td>88.04</td>
<td>69.80</td>
<td>48.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-High</td>
<td>74.99</td>
<td>46.18</td>
<td>42.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-Adapted</td>
<td>75.06</td>
<td>46.39</td>
<td>41.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-All</td>
<td><strong>74.10</strong></td>
<td><strong>43.23</strong></td>
<td><strong>37.85</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-High</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td>50.17</td>
<td>54.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-Adapted</td>
<td>85.11</td>
<td>48.24</td>
<td>55.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-All</td>
<td>83.65</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>51.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Adapted Results

6.5 High Resource Results

Having shown that our model exceeds the performance of the wFST-adaptation approach, we next compare it to the baseline models for just high resource languages. The wFST models here are purely monolingual – they do not use data adaptation because there is sufficient training data for each of them. Full results are presented in Table 5. We omit models trained on the Adapted languages because they were not trained on high resource languages with unique writing systems, such as Georgian and Greek, and consequently performed very poorly on them.

In contrast to the larger-scale Adapted results, in the High Resource experiments none of the sequence-to-sequence approaches equal the performance of the wFST model in WER and PER, although LangID-High does come close. The LangID models do beat wFST in WER 100. A possible explanation is that a monolingual wFST
model will never generate phonemes that are not part of the language’s inventory. A multilingual model, on the other hand, could potentially generate phonemes from the inventories of any language it has been trained on.

Even if LangID-High does not present a more accurate result, it does present a more compact one: LangID-High is 15.4 MB, while the combined wFST high resource models are 197.5 MB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
<th>WER 100</th>
<th>PER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wFST</td>
<td>44.17</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>14.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-High</td>
<td>47.88</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>16.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-All</td>
<td>48.76</td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>17.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-High</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>29.24</td>
<td>35.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-All</td>
<td>69.82</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>35.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: High Resource Results

6.6 Results on Unseen Languages

Finally, we report our models’ results on unseen languages in Table 6. The unseen languages are any that are present in the test corpus but absent from the training data. Deri and Knight did not report results specifically on these languages. Although the NoLangID models sometimes do better on WER 100, even here the LangID models have a slight advantage in WER and PER. This is somewhat surprising because the LangID models have not learned embeddings for the language ID tokens of unseen languages. Perhaps negative associations are also being learned, driving the model towards predicting more common pronunciations for unseen languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
<th>WER 100</th>
<th>PER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LangID-High</td>
<td>85.94</td>
<td>58.10</td>
<td>53.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-Adapted</td>
<td>87.78</td>
<td>68.40</td>
<td>65.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangID-All</td>
<td>86.27</td>
<td>62.31</td>
<td>54.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-High</td>
<td>88.52</td>
<td>58.21</td>
<td>62.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-Adapted</td>
<td>91.27</td>
<td>57.61</td>
<td>74.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoLangID-All</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>56.29</td>
<td>62.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Results on languages not in the training corpus

7 Discussion

7.1 Language ID Tokens

Adding a language ID token always improves results in cases where an embedding has been learned for that token. The power of these embeddings is demonstrated by what happens when one feeds the same input word to the model with different language tokens, as is seen in Table 7. Impressively, this even works when the source sequence is in the wrong script for the language, as is seen in the entry for Arabic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>dʒ uː æɪ s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>jʊ t s ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>x ə t ə ɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>dʒ i t f e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>s i s ɪ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>s o ɪ d s e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>j uː ɪ s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The word ‘juice’ translated by the LangID-All model with various language ID tokens. The incorrect English pronunciation rhymes with the system’s result for ‘ice’

7.2 Language Embeddings

Because these language ID tokens are so useful, it would be good if they could be effectively estimated for unseen languages. Östling and Tiedemann (2017) found that the language vectors their models learned correlated well to genetic relationships, so it would be interesting to see if the embeddings our source encoder learned for the language ID tokens showed anything similar. In a few cases they do (the languages closest to German in the vector space are Luxembourgish, Bavarian, and Yiddish, all close relatives). However, for the most part the structure of these vectors is not interpretable. Therefore, it would be difficult to estimate the embedding for an unseen language, or to “borrow” the language ID token of a similar language. A more promising way forward is to find a model that uses an externally constructed typological representation of the language.

7.3 Phoneme Embeddings

In contrast to the language embeddings, the phoneme embeddings appear to show many regularities (see Table 8). This is a sign that our multilingual model learns similar embeddings for
phonemes that are written with the same grapheme in different languages. These phonemes tend to be phonetically similar to each other.

Perhaps the structure of the phoneme embedding space is what leads to our models’ very good performance on WER 100. Even when the model’s first predicted pronunciation is not correct, it tends to assign more probability mass to guesses that are more similar to the correct one. Applying some sort of filtering or reranking of the system output might therefore lead to better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Closest phonemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>p, b, f, φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>å, è, ù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>ñ, ñ, ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>z, ɾ, h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y, ɾ, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ι</td>
<td>ι, ι, ι</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Selected phonemes and the most similar phonemes, measured by the cosine similarity of the embeddings learned by the LangID-All model

7.4 Future Work

Because the language ID token is so beneficial to performance, it would be very interesting to find ways to extend a similar benefit to unseen languages. One possible way to do so is with tokens that identify something other than the language, such as typological features about the language’s phonemic inventory. This could enable better sharing of resources among languages. Such typological knowledge is readily available in databases like Phoible and WALS for a wide variety of languages. It would be interesting to explore if any of these features is a good predictor of a language’s orthographic rules.

It would also be interesting to apply the artificial token approach to other problems besides multilingual g2p. One closely related application is monolingual English g2p. Some of the ambiguity of English spelling is due to the wide variety of loanwords in the language, many of which have unassimilated spellings. Knowing the origins of these loanwords could provide a useful hint for figuring out their pronunciations. The etymology of a word could be tagged in an analogous way to how language ID is tagged in multilingual g2p.
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Abstract

This paper describes our submission to the sentiment analysis sub-task of “Build It, Break It: The Language Edition (BIBI)”, on both the builder and breaker sides. As a builder, we use convolutional neural nets, trained on both phrase and sentence data. As a breaker, we use Q-learning to learn minimal change pairs, and apply a token substitution method automatically. We analyse the results to gauge the robustness of NLP systems.

1 Introduction

Recently, deep learning models have made impressive gains over a range of NLP tasks (Baldanau et al., 2015; Bitvai and Cohn, 2015). However, recent studies have exposed brittleness in the models, e.g. through adversarial examples (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2015). In these papers, researchers construct cognitively implausible perturbations of raw image inputs to fool state-of-the-art deep learning models. These perturbations are cheap and easy to generate using a “fast-gradient” method, based on analysis of the derivative of the loss with respect to the input.

One issue with the generation of adversarial examples for NLP has been the fact that language data is discrete, and hence difficult to map the continuous outputs of “gradient” methods onto. Furthermore, the perturbations or mutations generated through adversarial methods may be nonsensical to humans. Given this background, the BIBI shared task was devised to study the reliability of NLP systems by generating adversarial test instances, and explicitly training systems to be robust against adversarial test instances. In the sentiment sub-task, the main job of breakers is to construct minimally-changed pairs that are able to fool the builders’ sentiment analysers. For example, the following sentences can be considered to be a minimal pair, with positive (+1) sentiment:

(+1) I love this movie!
(+1) I’m mad for this movie!

2 Approach

Here, we describe the methods we used for both the builder and the breaker. Considering the expense of human judgements, especially for breakers, and the strong desire for the approaches to generalize, we decide to use automatic methods for both tasks.

2.1 Builder System Description

As a builder, we chose to use convolutional neural nets (“CNNs”), based on their strong performance over text classification tasks (Kim, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). Specifically, we were interested in different inputs, and breakers try to construct instances which will cause the builders’ systems to make incorrect predictions.

In this paper, we describe our builder and breaker submissions to the sentiment analysis sub-task, which is a sentence-level binary classification task, to predict whether a given review sentence is positive or negative with respect to a given movie. The data set is derived from movie review data (Pang and Lee, 2005) and the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013).

We participated both as a builder and breaker because we are interested in testing the robustness of state-of-the-art neural models, such as convolutional neural networks (“CNNs”: Kim (2014)). Also, we were interested in the breaker task as an avenue for exploring how well we can automatically construct adversarial test instances.
testing the robustness of CNNs in NLP applications. We apply Kim (2014)’s model to this task, which is easy and fast to train. We train our models on both phrase-level labelled data (with neutral phrases removed), and sentence-level labelled data; we will refer to these as “phrased-based” and “sentence-based” CNNs, respectively. Below, we present a short outline of the CNN model.

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network

The CNN model first operates by embedding each word using a look-up table which is stacked into the sentence matrix $E_S$. Then, a 1d convolutional layer is applied to $E_S$, which applies a series of filters over each window of $t$ words, with each filter employing a rectifier transform function. In practice, we use window widths of size $t \in \{3, 4, 5\}$, and 128 filters for each size. MaxPooling is applied to each of the three sizes separately, and the resulting vectors are concatenated to form a fixed-size representation of the given sentence or phrase. Finally, the representation vector is fed into a final Softmax layer to generate a probability distribution over classification labels.

The model is trained to minimize the loss — defined as the cross-entropy between the ground-truth and the prediction — using the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and batch size of 64.

2.2 Breaker System Description

As our breaker, we borrow ideas from generating adversarial examples in computer vision (Szegedy et al., 2014).

Assuming the loss of the system $s$ is accessible and the true label $l$ of the sentence is known, then the given task can be seen as an optimization problem where we simultaneously minimize the loss between the perturbed sentence $h(x)$ and flipped label, and also the distance between them:

$$
\min_{\theta_h} L_s(h(x), 1-l) + \alpha \cdot \text{distance}(h(x), x)
$$

(1)

Here, system $s$ maps the input sentence $x$ into the label space, and $h$ is the perturbing function.

In text applications, this can be seen as an integer programming problem. Generally, integer optimization is NP-hard (Cunningham et al., 1996), although estimations can be found using heuristic methods, such as simulated annealing. However, considering the complexity of language, solving the given optimization function in only a discrete text space could lead to nonsensical outputs to a human, according to the results of our preliminary experiments. Empirically, this can be attributed to the difficulty of defining an order over a natural language token set, as well as the non-convex nature of the semantic space in natural language generation.

Therefore, instead of optimizing Equation (1) directly, we split the problem into two subtasks: first, we use a reinforcement learning method to learn which tokens or phrases should be changed; and second, we apply a substitution method to those selected tokens, ensuring the quality of the new sentence.

2.2.1 Reinforcement Learning Method

In order to learn the sentiment of a given text, most NLP systems use $n$-gram feature-based learning methods, including traditional bag-of-words methods (Pang and Lee, 2005) as well as deep learning models (Socher et al., 2013; Kim, 2014). Based on this observation, one intuitive method of fooling the system is to find the “important” tokens within a given sentence, and then modify these to trick a given system into making a wrong prediction.

In our method, we need a baseline system for our breaker method to attack. Here, we choose the sentence-based CNN model, as described above, as an imaginary enemy. For most black-box systems, it is impossible to access the internals of the model and parameters. Therefore, given an input instance, we only use the output of the system, such as the prediction and loss in our method.

To solve this discrete problem, we apply a Reinforcement Learning (“RL”) method (Sutton and Barto, 1998), specifically Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Mnih et al., 2013), to model the probability of removing tokens or phrases from a given sentence. Given the token $x$ and an instance of context sentence $c$, the RL system learns a policy function $\pi(x|c) \rightarrow \{\text{remove, keep}\}$. We consider each instance as one game, consisting of several rounds. In the first round, $c$ is a randomly-selected sentence, $x$ is the first token in $c$, and $\pi$ is the decision process of removing $x$ or not. In each round, $\pi$ will be learned at the token level, and the resulting sentence will be taken as the new context. The game will be repeated iteratively un-

---

1 We used simulated annealing method to solve the given constrain problem directly. The details of results are not presented in this paper.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Builder system</th>
<th>( \mathcal{F}_1 )</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Breaker 1</th>
<th>Breaker 2</th>
<th>Breaker 3</th>
<th>Breaker 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Builder 1</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>25.43</td>
<td>26.76</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>39.79</td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN (Socher et al., 2013)</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>25.96</td>
<td>27.45</td>
<td>34.34</td>
<td>27.38</td>
<td>36.73</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014)</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>25.09</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>34.84</td>
<td>21.42</td>
<td>36.73</td>
<td>10.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag-of-( n )-grams</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>24.74</td>
<td>25.51</td>
<td>38.38</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>36.73</td>
<td>10.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase-based CNN</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>24.39</td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>33.67</td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence-based CNN</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>31.42</td>
<td>39.39</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>39.79</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The results of builder systems for BIBI blind test set based on average \( \mathcal{F}_1 \) (higher is better) and percentage of broken cases (lower is better). Details of each builder’s system against the breaker’s examples are also listed. The best results are indicated in **bold**.

3 Results and Analysis

In this section, we detail the results of our methods, and perform error analysis.

3.1 Builder

The results for the builder systems over the test set are shown in Table 1. To evaluate the robustness of the builder systems, there are two evaluation criteria: average F-score (“\( \mathcal{F}_1 \)”) across all breaker test cases (higher is better), and the percentage of breaker test cases that break the system (lower is better). Having a builder fail over only one example in a given minimal pair is considered to have broken that system.

We observed that all the systems are very close over these two criteria. We also see that the phrase-based CNN achieved competitive performance, while the sentence-based CNN is not as
robus. This aligns with our intuition, as feeding phrase-labeled data is more precise for model training, and it is much easier for the sentence-based model to overfit the data, according to our analysis. For example, it might consider the performance is as a strong positive trigram feature instead of a neutral one, because the expression has higher frequency in the positive training set than that in the negative set. This also occurs for certain entity tokens, such as people’s names and places.

To better understand the advantages and disadvantages of CNNs, we perform some error analysis.

One major class of breaker attack is modifying the polarity of a sentence, either syntactically (e.g. by adding/removing not) or morphologically (e.g. by adding the prefix un-), but actually the CNN is relatively robust to this. We believe the reason is that the n-gram features our CNN learns are more robust representations of words and short phrases. This also explains the performance of the bag-of-n-gram (BoN) system. However, CNN is still slightly better than BoN because CNN only learns the most important features through the MaxPooling operation, and using word embeddings appears to help the model deal with synonyms and antonyms at the word level.

It is almost the same situation when the systems encounter out-of-vocabulary words (OOV). Although OOVs are a significant challenge, we believe they can be overcome by training better sentiment-sensitized word embeddings (Mirkšić et al., 2016), or combining the system with character-level normalization methods (Han and Baldwin, 2011).

However, CNNs are not good at dealing with complex grammatical structures or long-distance dependencies. For instance, changing a comparative from more than to less than flips the sentiment and is something that humans are sensitized to, but CNNs tend not to capture this difference. Also, CNNs are not sensitive to tense, such as changing the present tense is to the past tense was to capture pragmatic/connotative effects. For these kinds of examples, we expected to see higher performance among models which better capture syntactic structure, such as recursive neural nets (“RNNs”: Socher et al. (2013)) and dynamic convolutional neural networks (“DCNNs”: Kalchbrenner et al. (2014)). In practice, however, this was not the case. We cannot conclude the exact reasons without further analysis of these models, however this might indicate that these perceptron-based deep models struggle to capture the logic in human language.

To conclude, among traditional models and state-of-the-art deep learning models for sentiment analysis, CNNs are relatively robust.

### 3.2 Breaker

Table 2 gives the final scores of the breaker teams. The final score is calculated by averaging the $F_1$ of each builder’s system on the original sentences, multiplied by the percentage of examples that break that system (shown in Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breaker</th>
<th>Average $F_1$</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breaker 1</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>28.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaker 3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaker 4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaker 2 (our method)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>19.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The final score of the breakers. The average $F_1$ over the original sentences of all builders’ systems is also listed for each break test set.

Overall, about one third of the breakers’ examples were able to fool the builders’ systems, which is not surprising. On the one hand this is encouraging, in that, without taking the untapped test cases into consideration, each builder can handle more than half of the break examples. On the other hand, still nearly one third of the break sentences cannot be handled by state-of-the-art statistical models.

For our breaking approach, we observe that all the builders’ systems have lower $F_1$ on our test set, indicating that our method tends to generate difficult sentences, where systems might have lower confidence. Actually, in our final submission, we only chose 42 pairs as the final break data from among the 521 test data instances provided by the organisers, as the rest of the generated pairs were removed due to low confidence or bad quality sentences. This unfortunately indicates that our automatic method cannot be applied to all examples, making our approach limited in application. Therefore, we can’t really conclude that our automatic approach is a success, and we should explore more flexible approaches in the future. However, the approach itself still achieves a break rate higher than the error rate on the origi-
nal test set. Additionally, our method breaks the sentence-based CNN — which our RL model is built on — with 39.28% break rate.

Based on error analysis over the broken examples, we found that using tokens with opposite sentiment in an example worked across builder systems in most cases. For instance, *if you love to waste your time* could confuse most systems because of the contrast between *love* and *waste time*, because they indicate opposing sentiment in isolation, while the phrase itself is focused on *waste time*, which is very difficult for most NLP systems to understand. This indicates that representations of natural language may be doing more than simply adding or transforming the word embeddings, and instead non-compositionally transforming the logic structure of the sentence.

Also, attacking words or phrases which are ambiguous between positive and negative sentiment is also a potentially effective approach. For example, *rock* is used predominantly in positive-sentiment contexts, in reference to jewels or strong/reliable people, meaning that systems are likely to learn that it has exclusively positive sentiment due to bias in the training set. However, when the negative substitution phrase *on the rocks* (meaning “in trouble”) is used, the builders’ systems might still predict the idiom as having positive sentiment.

Based on these observations, we can conclude that state-of-the-art statistical models have only minimal “understanding” of natural language. The examples we showed above are relatively simple, but in real cases, they can be more complex. And we are not even considering the ambiguity of language or tone of the language in different contexts.

To summarize, our approach provides a method to study the robustness of modern NLP systems over a sentiment analysis task. Our results demonstrate that NLP systems are still far from turning the corner to real language understanding.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have described our builder and breaker systems, in the context of the BIBI the Language Edition shared task. We built sentiment analysis systems using text-based convolutional neural networks, trained on either phrase- and sentence-level data. Also, we used reinforcement learning and substitution methods to generate adversarial test examples automatically. We performed error analysis to better understand the robustness of statistical NLP models.
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Abstract

This paper describes our “breaker” submission to the 2017 EMNLP “Build It Break It” shared task on sentiment analysis. In order to cause the “builder” systems to make incorrect predictions, we edited items in the blind test data according to linguistically interpretable strategies that allow us to assess the ease with which the builder systems learn various components of linguistic structure. On the whole, our submitted pairs break all systems at a high rate (72.6%), indicating that sentiment analysis as an NLP task may still have a lot of ground to cover. Of the breaker strategies that we consider, we find our semantic and pragmatic manipulations to pose the most substantial difficulties for the builder systems.

1 Introduction

This paper describes our submission to the 2017 EMNLP “Build It Break It” shared task on sentiment analysis, in which we constructed minimal pairs of sentences designed to fool sentiment analysis systems that would participate in the task. One member of the pair existed in the blind test data, and the other member was a minimally edited version of the first member designed to cause the systems to make an incorrect prediction on exactly one of the two. The edits were made according to four broad, linguistically interpretable strategies: altering syntactic or morphological structure, changing the semantics of the sentence, exploiting pragmatic principles, and including content that can only be understood with sufficient world knowledge. Some of our changes were designed to fool bag-of-words models, others used more complex structures to try to fool more sophisticated systems relying on parsing and/or compositional methods. Our submitted pairs broke the builder systems at a high rate (72.6%) on average, and our overall weighted F1 score as defined by the shared task (28.67) puts us in second place out of the four breaker submissions.

2 Strategies

Our edits to the original sentences can be categorized under four broad categories: morphological and syntactic change, semantic change, pragmatic change, and use of world knowledge to determine the meaning. This categorization scheme draws on the definitions used across the field of linguistics; we give a more precise definition of each category below.

In each example, we indicate how our team judged the sentence in terms of sentiment (‘+’ for positive sentiment and ‘–’ for negative sentiment); these labels were viewed as “gold” by the organizers. In each pair, the first sentence is the original one, the second our constructed test case. The test cases highlighted below were especially effective at breaking builders’ systems (i.e., most or all of the systems predicted the wrong sentiment, where superscripts ‡, †, and ⋆ indicates that all but 2, 1, and 0 systems predicted the wrong sentiment).

Figure 1 shows a histogram of minimal pairs by strategy in our submission.

2.1 Morphological and Syntactic Strategies

Edits involving syntactic and morphological changes included the addition or removal of negation, as well as comparatives. Both syntactic negation and comparatives exhibit co-occurrence restrictions, one of the canonical diagnostics for syntactic properties (?). These restrictions can be seen in (1) for lexical negation. Not in this case syntactically selects a verb phrase (VP); the VP can stand alone as it does in our edited version.
of the sentence precisely because not imposes a co-occurrence restriction on the VP rather than vice versa. Moreover, except in sentence-final emphatic cases, not imposes linear order restrictions, appearing prior to the VP.\(^1\) Although there is some dialectical variation, our edited version of the sentence that uses quite without negation is slightly degraded, frequently judged as archaic or pretentious, and would also receive some level of additional phonological emphasis on quite, which is unavailable from text alone.\(^2\) By contrast, not quite is a common expression arguably far less subject to judgment variation.

(1) - In the structure of his screenplay Ross has taken a risk, and he has not quite brought it off.
+ \(^\dagger\)In the structure of his screenplay Ross has taken a risk, and has quite brought it off.

Comparatives also impose co-occurrence restrictions, subcategorizing for both an object to be compared and another to be compared to. In the literature on comparatives, the -er morpheme is often taken to affect scopal relations beyond its surface position; moreover, -er is taken to be analogous to more in its semantics and to likewise subcategorize for a(n expression of) degree (\(?\)). Nonetheless, the present case is still morphological insofar as it is the distribution of -er, as opposed to less, that distinguishes the members of the pair—the former must morphologically compose with another expression, the latter need not.\(^3\) Removing an adjective for the morpheme to compose with is then predicted to produce different corresponding semantic—and consequently sentiment—effects, as in (2):

(2) + School of Rock made me laugh \textbf{harder} than any movie I’ve seen this year.
- *School of Rock made me laugh \textbf{less} than any movie I’ve seen this year.

Finally, we introduced negation morphologically, by the addition of derivational morphemes, as in (3) and (4):

(3) + [A] great big ball of entertainment ...
- \(^\dagger\)[A] great big ball of \textbf{anti-}entertainment ...

(4) + A remarkably convincing examination of heroism, hero worship, and the seductive allure of villainy.
- \(^\dagger\)A remarkably \textbf{un}convincing examination of heroism, hero worship, and the seductive allure of villainy.

We hypothesized that minimal edits to these constructions could introduce semantic scope resolution difficulties for NLP systems and cause them to mis-classify the overall sentiment. Our intuition is that NLP applications can perform sentiment analysis reasonably well on the original sentences. By only editing words which carry semantic operators, a sentiment analysis system with no model of semantics or the scope of semantic operators would be unable to capture the change in sentiment.

2.2 Semantic Strategies

Semantic edits are those that affect the truth conditions of the expression. One might object

\[^1\] Compare with an emphatic case, which is also usually accompanied by emphatic phonological stress on the expression of negation:

*He quite brought it off, not!*

\[^2\] By dialectical variation we have in mind the differences between e.g., certain American and Canadian dialects of English, as opposed to British dialects, for which some of the present authors have personal attestation of such sorts of utterance.

\[^3\] Compare:

*School of Rock made me laugh \textit{less} than any movie I’ve seen this year.*

School of Rock gave me fewer laughs than any movie I’ve seen this year.

Note that according to (\(?\))[527] ‘less and as differ from more only in the nature of the ordering relation they impose’, where the ordering relation is over degrees.
that all of the examples in the other strategies have a semantic component. This is true, but our semantics-specific strategy targets semantic information that is independent of the morphology or the syntax of the expressions, while the other strategies explicitly exploit morphological and semantic information that may e.g., alter scope information.

Most edits involving semantic changes altered the sentiment by introducing or modifying an operator that is not straightforward negation, such as too, enough and only. Since these words shift a sentiment’s polarity without altering the rest of the sentence, we hypothesized that sentiment analysis systems that are not sensitive to these shifts would mislabel sentences with these edits:

(5) – Aiming to join the Jerry Bruckheimer/Michael Bay school of American movie war games, Stealth is just too dumb to make the grade.
+ †Aiming to join the Jerry Bruckheimer/Michael Bay school of American movie war games, Stealth is just dumb enough to make the grade.

Another strategy that shifts sentiment polarity without modifications to the original sentence involves embedding clauses or predicates under various semantic operators. In (6), for example, embedding the original clause under tell diminishes the author’s commitment to that clause. Further, adding I simply can’t see why reverses the positive sentiment of that original clause.

(6) + An exceptional science fiction film.
–  †Many have told me this is an exceptional science fiction film, but I simply can’t see why.

In (7), changing the modal could to should subtly reverses the sentiment.

(7) – This quirky, snarky contemporary fairy tale could have been a family blockbuster.
+  †This quirky, snarky contemporary fairy tale should have been a family blockbuster.

In (8), we embedded the verb phrase from the original sentence under keep trying, thus implying that the event described by the complement of keep trying has not happened.

(8) + The two featured females offset these distractions by having so much apparent fun that it becomes contagious.
–  †The two featured females keep trying to offset these distractions by having so much apparent fun that it becomes contagious.

Finally, some edits were purely lexical and thus belong to the domain of lexical semantics. In these cases, a single word or multi-word expression carrying the sentiment was changed, as in (9) where we used an antonym:

(9) – This movie plays like they were reading [Roger Ebert’s] little movie glossary and they took every cliche in there.
+  *This movie plays like they were reading [Roger Ebert’s] little movie glossary and they avoided every cliche in there.

In some cases where the genre of the film was mentioned, we simply changed it. Since different genres are intended to have different effects, what counts as positive and negative depends on the genre of the movie. For instance, in (10), the description of the experience of the film does not match the intended effects of a romantic comedy, but it does match those of a horror film.

(10) – The Break-Up, a grim excuse for a romantic comedy, is basically an hour and 45 minutes spent in the company of two unpleasant people during a miserable time in their lives.
+  †The Break-Up, a grimly compelling horror film, is basically an hour and 45 minutes spent in the company of two unpleasant people during a miserable time in their lives.

While it might be argued that manipulation of genre is a world knowledge strategy, since the sentiment of these sentences depends crucially on understanding the lexical meaning of the word that

4This also goes some way to explaining the success of the semantic strategies in general, since they are in part exploited by the other strategies.
indicates the genre, we classify genre manipulation as a semantic strategy.

2.3 Pragmatic Strategies

Pragmatic strategies make use of inferences which go beyond the literal compositional meaning of the words, relying on knowledge of general principles of human communication, but not on extra-linguistic and contextual knowledge. Since most NLP applications lack the information necessary to make use of pragmatics as robustly as humans do, we exploited a variety of pragmatic principles to either create or convey an impression of sarcasm. In the simplest case, we used scare quotes to convey sarcasm, changing the sentiment from positive to negative, as in (11).

(11) + Russell is terrific as coach Herb Brooks.
− *Russell is “terrific” as coach Herb Brooks.

This seemingly simple manipulation actually proved quite difficult for the builder systems. Both pairs we submitted that used this strategy broke all six builder systems.

In other examples, we created Gricean conversational implicatures (?). For instance, our constructed sentence in (12) flouts the Gricean maxim of quantity by providing too little information, implicating that a more informative statement praising the film could not be made because it would be false, and violate the maxim of quality. While there’s nothing overtly negative in our constructed sentence in (12), it nonetheless conveys a negative sentiment.

(12) + I think it’s a sweet film.
− †I think it’s a film.

Our edited sentence in (13) flouts the maxim of relation by providing information that is not relevant in a movie review, implicating that a relevant, positive statement could not be made because it would be false (again violating the maxim of quality).

(13) + The performances are uniformly superb.
− *The marketing was uniformly superb.

A final pragmatic strategy involved cases where two phrases were conjoined with but. Often the sentiment of the second conjunct is also the sentiment of the entire sentence. In such cases, reversing the order of the conjuncts can also reverse the sentiment of the entire sentence, as in the constructed example in (14).

(14) − The sentiments are right on the money, but the execution never quite filled me with holiday cheer.
+ ‡The execution never quite filled me with holiday cheer, but the sentiments are right on the money.

2.4 World Knowledge Strategies

Most NLP applications have a limited understanding of world knowledge. To exploit this shortcoming, we edited sentences so that world knowledge crucially affected the sentiment of the sentence. Arguably, the world knowledge strategies are pragmatic in nature since pragmatics is typically taken to involve meaning that is contributed by context (?). However, we categorize these strategies separately since the inferences exploiting world knowledge strategies crucially rely on extra-linguistic knowledge.

Many of the sentences we edited using this strategy involved a comparison. We edited such sentences so that knowledge about the standard of comparison was crucial for determining the sentiment. In some cases, the standard of comparison was a named entity, such as a film or an actor. In (15), the negative sentiment arises as a result of the comparison to a Jim Carrey film, which is not intended to be creepy and calibrated:

(15) + Unfolds with the creepy elegance and carefully calibrated precision of a Dario Argento horror film.
− *Unfolds with all the creepy elegance and carefully calibrated precision of a Jim Carrey comedy film.

In other cases, the comparison was metaphorical, and we manipulated the sentiment by altering the nature of the comparison itself. For instance, understanding that the constructed sentence in (16) is negative requires knowledge about the weight of bricks.

(16) + As pretty and light as a feather on the wind.
− †As pretty and light as a brick on the wind.
We also manipulated the perspective from which a particular sentiment is conveyed. If the review praises something as being valued by individuals that are held in poor regard, then the sentiment is likely to be negative, despite the apparent praise. For example, understanding that the second sentence in (17) is negative requires knowing that racists are (generally) not well regarded.

(17) + An inspiring story for teens and up.  
− *An inspiring story for racists.

Since most NLP applications do not know, for example, that Jim Carrey films are not intended to be creepy and calibrated, that bricks are heavier than feathers, and that one should not blindly follow the recommendations of racists, we predicted that computers would show lower performance when analyzing sentiment in these cases.

3 Results

Following the shared task’s definition, a minimal pair is considered to “break” a builder system if the system makes a correct prediction for one member of the pair and an incorrect prediction for the other. The shared task also defines a weighted F$_1$ score for breaker teams as the F$_1$ of the builder system on the original sentences of the blind test set, multiplied by the percent of builder sentences on which the breaker team made an incorrect prediction.

We submitted 99 breaker pairs in total. We obtained a mean percent break across systems of 72.6%, and the mean weighted F$_1$ across systems on our pairs was 28.67, placing us second in terms of this metric out of the four breaker teams in the shared task. Figures 2 and 3 shows percent break and weighted F$_1$ respectively by system. System 5 had the lowest percent break on our submitted test cases, while system 3 had the highest.

In figure 4, we also present the raw F$_1$ scores by system on original vs. edited sentences. As is clear in the figure, our edits dramatically compromise classification accuracy across all systems. Note that while Teams 5 and 6 perform well in terms of percent break shown in Figure 2, they have some of the lowest raw F$_1$ scores shown in Figure 4. This suggests that the strong break rate scores for these systems are driven by pairs in which both items are incorrectly classified, which are not considered to be breaks by the task definition.

Figure 5 provides overall percent break by strategy. Our pragmatic manipulations had the highest percent break while our world-knowledge-based manipulations had the lowest.

In addition to breaks, there were also pairs on which the systems got both sentences wrong. For

---

5I.e., the percent of all submitted pairs (99) that resulted in a break for that system as defined by the shared task.

6Although in principle breaker teams were allowed to submit edits designed to make classification easier, almost all of our submitted edits were designed to make classification harder.
In the most part, these appear to have been “neutral” labels (neither negative nor positive) used by the neural network teams (systems 5 and 6). Since neutral sentiment is not part of the gold label space, this appears to have been an error on the part of these systems. Note that as a consequence, the percent break for systems 5 and 6 was lower than it might have been otherwise.

We did not significance test differences in performance between systems or strategies because (1) the same items were shared across builder systems and were therefore not truly independent and (2) we were unsure whether our examples constituted a representative sample of naturally-occurring hard cases. Thus, while our findings are suggestive of the kinds of linguistic phenomena that pose difficulties for automatic sentiment analysis, we are unable to draw firmer conclusions based on this limited sample.

4 Ineffective test cases

In §2, we presented examples of test cases that tended to break the builder systems; here we briefly analyze the ineffective test cases (i.e., test cases that most or all of the systems got right) in hopes of evaluating where our test cases failed to break systems and/or where existing systems tended to predict the correct sentiment.

As shown in §3, our test cases yielded a generally high break rate across systems. In fact, of the 99 test cases we submitted, 72 broke more than half of the systems. Of the remaining 27 test cases on which at least half of the systems did not break, 12 were same-sentiment pairs (out of 12 total in our submission). In general these involved attempts to use one of the strategies discussed above to make a positive or negative classification more difficult. However, we appear to have left enough residual evidence of the source sentiment in the edited cases to allow most systems to make the correct decision. In addition, 8 of the 27 test cases involved lexical semantic manipulations, and 7 involved world knowledge, suggesting that these kinds of nuances may not have been as difficult for sentiment analysis systems as we had hypothesized.

The four cases below failed to break any system:

(18) – Unlike Raiders of the Lost Ark, which this movie wants so desperately to be, there’s nothing here to engage the brain along with the eyeballs.
– This movie is not like Raiders of the Lost Ark, which this movie wants so desperately to be.

(19) – This is one of the worst movies of the year.
– This is not one of the worst movies of the year.

(20) – Big on slogans, but low on personality.
– Low on personality, but big on slogans.

(21) + The less you know about this movie — and you really should see it — the better.
– The less you know about this movie, the better.

Three out of four of these failed examples were same-sentiment (negative-negative) minimal pairs. The fourth removes the positive-sentiment parataxis and you really should see it to flip the overall sentiment. In all these cases, there remain words with likely negative sentiment that might short-circuit the difficulty that the edit was intended to introduce (wants so desperately to, worst movies of the year, low on personality, and the less you know ... the better). Thus, in hindsight, it would have been better to exclude such examples, since it is not clear whether builder systems succeeded on them by correctly analyzing them or simply by detecting the negative-sentiment-bearing keywords.
5 Discussion

Our results, and those of the shared task in general, serve to highlight the distance which even sophisticated, modern sentiment analysis systems have yet to cover, particularly in terms of semantic and pragmatic analysis. Moreover, changes that broke the systems were often comparatively slight; just as image classification systems can be vulnerable to adversarial examples that look very similar to the originals (?), sentiment analysis systems may be fooled by changes to single words or morphemes. In many cases, of course, our strategies for constructing these examples drew on previous knowledge about hard problems, for instance in parsing (?) and the detection of irony in text (?). Nonetheless, a concrete set of examples of these problems may help developers to create more robust systems in the future.

For sets of constructed examples like ours to be useful, they should contain enough instances of each construction to reliably indicate a system’s capabilities. Looking towards the future, we hope that the next iteration of the contest will use a larger test section so that more examples can be created. Many of our strategies targeted particular constructions or idioms (for instance, right-node raising or concrete metaphors), and it was difficult to create many instances of these due to sparsity in the 521-example dataset. We found it difficult to create 100 examples as requested; in fact, two other breaker teams (including the one with the winning F-score) created only half as many.

A related issue is that of naturalness. Although we tried to make our examples sound like real sentences from movie reviews, we had no empirical way to check how well we did. It is probably easier to break NLP algorithms with unnatural or out-of-domain examples; although we hope we have not done so, in future, we would like to find better ways to make sure.
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Abstract

Lexical Simplification is the task of reducing the lexical complexity of textual documents by replacing difficult words with easier to read (or understand) expressions while preserving the original meaning. The development of robust pipelined multilingual architectures able to adapt to new languages is of paramount importance in lexical simplification. This paper describes and evaluates a modular hybrid linguistic-statistical Lexical Simplifier that deals with the four major Ibero-Romance Languages: Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, and Galician. The architecture of the system is the same for the four languages addressed, only the language resources used during simplification are language specific.

1 Introduction

Text Simplification (Saggion, 2017) should facilitate the adaptation of available and future textual material making texts more accessible. Although there are many characteristics which can be modified in order to make information more readable or understandable, automatic text simplification has usually be concerned with two different tasks: lexical simplification and syntactic simplification. Lexical Simplification, the focus of the present work, aims at replacing difficult words with easier synonyms, while preserving the meaning of the original text. Lexical simplifiers can be potentially useful for different target groups with specific accessibility issues ranging from children, second language (L2) learners (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007), low literacy readers (Aluíso and Gasperin, 2010), people with cognitive disabilities (Saggion et al., 2015), among others. Moreover, different natural languages have been object of automatic text simplification studies including English (Biran et al., 2011; Ferrés et al., 2016), Spanish (Bott et al., 2012), and Portuguese (Specia, 2010) just to name a few. To the best of our knowledge no previous research has addressed the issue of language adaptation of lexical simplification systems. We here present an approach to Lexical Simplification in the four major Ibero-Romance Languages: Catalan (ca), Galician (gl), Portuguese (pt), and Spanish (es) using the same underlying architecture. The Ibero-Romance languages (also known as Iberian Languages) are the ones that developed on the Iberian Peninsula and in southern France. These languages, that share high lexical similarities, are currently spoken by more than 750 million people around the world.

The research and development of Textual Simplification systems for languages with high lexical similarities among them, such as Ibero-Romance languages with about and above 85% of lexical similarities (see Table 1), has the advantage of producing processing and lexical resources that can be easily adapted semi-automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ca</th>
<th>es</th>
<th>pt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Lexical similarity between the 3 major Ibero-Romance languages according to Ethnologue¹. Data for Galician were not available.

¹www.ethnologue.com
Decision-Trees based algorithm, and an easy to adapt rule-based context rewriting module. The availability of such a robust multilingual generator is key for inflecting words, which in the rich morphological languages addressed is extremely important.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- The first multilingual lexical simplification architecture.
- The first system to address lexical simplification for Catalan and Galician.
- A well-established evaluation of the adequacy and simplicity of the simplifications based on native speakers’ assessment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the related work. The architecture of the lexical simplifier and its evaluation are described in Sections 3 and 4. After a detailed discussion in Section 5, the paper is concluded at Section 6 with some conclusions and further work.

2 Related Work

Work on Lexical Simplification for English began in the PSET project (Devlin and Tait, 1998). The authors used WordNet to identify synonyms and calculated their relative difficulty using Kucera-Francis frequencies in the Oxford Psycholinguistic Database. De Belder and Moens (De Belder and Moens, 2010) combined this methodology with a latent words language model which modeled both language in terms of word sequences and the contextual meaning of words. Wikipedia has also been used in lexical simplification studies. Biran et al. (Biran et al., 2011) used word frequencies in English Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia (SEW) to calculate their difficulty while Yatskar et al. (Yatskar et al., 2010) used SEW edit histories to identify the simplify operations. More recently, Glavaš and Štajner (2015) proposed a simplification method based on current distributional lexical semantics approaches for languages for which lexical resources are scarce. The same line of research is followed by Paetzold (2016) who additionally includes a retrofitting mechanism to better distinguish between synonyms and antonyms (Faruqui et al., 2015).

Regarding Lexical Simplification in Ibero-Romance languages, there are five systems reported in the literature for Spanish and Portuguese:

- LexSiS (Bott et al., 2012) is a lexical simplifier for Spanish. LexSiS uses a word vector model derived from a 8M word corpus of Spanish text extracted from the Web for Word Sense Disambiguation with the Spanish OpenThesaurus as a source for finding candidate synonyms of complex words. Lexical realization is carried out using a dictionary and hand-crafted rules.

- PorSimples is a lexical simplifier for Portuguese (Aluísio and Gasperin, 2010). PorSimples uses the Unitex-PB dictionary and the MXPOST POS tagger for lemmatization and PoS tagging. Complex word detection is performed with a dictionary of simple words. The TeP 2.0 thesaurus and PAPEL lexical ontology were used to find a set of synonyms without the use of Word Sense Disambiguation. The lexical simplicity order of synonyms is determined with word frequencies obtained through Google API.

- Specia (2010) used the Moses toolkit for phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) and a corpus of about 4,483 sentences (3,383 for training, 500 for tuning, and 500 for test) in order to learn how to simplify sentences in Brazilian Portuguese.

- Stajner (2014) also used phrase-based SMT for lexical simplification in Spanish. She built language models derived from the Spanish Europarl corpus and used 700 sentence pairs for training, 100 sentence pairs for development, and three test sets for testing (of 50, 50, and 100 sentences).

- Baeza-Yates et al. (2015) presented CASSA a lexical simplifier for Spanish. CASSA uses the Google Books Ngram Corpus to find the frequency of target words and its contexts and uses this information for disambiguation. The Spanish OpenThesaurus (version 2) is used to obtain synonyms and web frequencies are used for disambiguation and lexical simplicity. No morphological realization is performed in this system.

Not based on parallel or comparable corpora.
3 Lexical Simplifier

The Lexical Simplification architecture allows to simplify words (common nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) in context. The architecture follows an approach similar to the YATS lexical simplifier (Ferrés et al., 2016). The simplifier has the following phases (executed sequentially): (i) Document Analysis, (ii) Complex Words Detection, (iii) WSD, (iv) Synonyms Ranking, and (v) Language Realization (see the architecture of the system in Figure 1). The Document Analysis phase uses the FreeLing 4.0 system (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012) to perform tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech (PoS) tagging, lemmatization, and Named Entity Recognition.

3.1 Complex Word Detection

The Complex Word Detection (CWD) phase is carried out to identify target words to be substituted. The procedure identifies a word as complex when the frequency count of word forms or lemmas in a given frequency list extracted from a corpus is below a certain threshold value (i.e. w is complex if \(w_{frequency} \leq \text{threshold}\)).

The frequency lists that can be used separately by this phase are: 1) the Wikipedia forms counts, 2) the Wikipedia extracted lemmas with associated PoS tags\(^3\) (only common nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are extracted), and 3) the OpenSubtitles 2016 words full frequency list\(^4\).

Table 2: Statistics of the frequency lists.

For example, Table 3 shows how commonly used noun lemmas such as *hand* (having the forms “mã” in Catalan (ca), ”mano” in Spanish (es), ”man” in Galician (gl),”mão” in Portuguese (pt) ) and *lawyer* (”advocat” (ca), ”abogado” (es), ”avogado” (gl), ”advogado” (pt)) have much more counts in Wikipedia than less common lemmas such as *democracy* (”democràcia” (ca), ”democracia” (es,gl,pt)) and *gastronomy* (“gastronomía” (ca), ”gastronomía” (es,gl,pt)).

In order to obtain a threshold for each language for the Complex Word Detection phase the following procedure has been applied: 1) A set of pairs <complex word, simpler synonym> (such as <novelist,writer> or <tenor,singer>) has been extracted from the LexSiS Gold (Bott et al., 2012) (Spanish) and the PorSimples FSP (Aluísio et al., 2008) (Portuguese) corpora: 102 pairs have been extracted from the LexSiS Gold corpora and 279 from the PorSimples FSP. 2) The 102 pairs in Spanish from LexSiS Gold have been automatically translated to Catalan and manually revised. In order to create a set of 100 pairs from Galician some pairs have been extracted from the 279 pairs in Portuguese and some new pairs have been manually added. 3) A measure of complex word detection accuracy that involves the use of both the complex word and the simpler synonym for each pair has been created. This measure has been called accuracy\(^5\) and calculates the ratio of pairs in which its complex word component has been detected as complex word according to the threshold and at the same time the simpler synonym component has been detected as simple word according to the threshold. On the other hand, another measure called accuracy\(^6\) has been defined as the ratio of pairs in which its complex word component has been detected as complex word according to the threshold. 4) The measure accuracy\(^5\) has been used to tune the thresholds of each language: a) a set of thresholds that have been found empirically to maximize the accuracy\(^5\) is obtained by automatic testing through intervals of thresholds (the frequency list is divided in a set of 50,000 intervals of thresholds ranging from 0 to the maximum frequency in the corpus) , b) from the selected set of thresholds another subset is obtained by selecting the ones with the best accuracy\(^5\) measure results, c) finally the higher threshold from the last subset is chosen to be the complex word threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lang</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
<th>OpenSubtitles2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lemmas&amp;PoS</td>
<td>#forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>2,571,667</td>
<td>1,206,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>6,844,698</td>
<td>2,645,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>1,130,788</td>
<td>630,318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>4,829,021</td>
<td>1,975,973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Example of some word lemmas counts in Wikipedia.

[^3]: [http://nlp.cs.upc.edu/freeling](http://nlp.cs.upc.edu/freeling)

[^4]: The tools to extract the lemmas and PoS tags from Wikipedia are explained in the Section 3.2.

[^5]: [https://github.com/hermitdave/FrequencyWords](https://github.com/hermitdave/FrequencyWords)
for the language.

The results of applying this tuning procedure using the 3 frequency lists over the 4 set pairs in each languages are shown in Table 4. The best thresholds for both accuracy complexS and accuracy complex are obtained by the Wikipedia forms frequency lists (for ca, es, and gl) and with the OpenSubtitles 2016 frequency list for pt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lang</th>
<th>frequency list</th>
<th>accuracy complex</th>
<th>accuracy complexS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>cawiki (lemma)</td>
<td>0.7500</td>
<td>0.5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cawiki (form)</td>
<td><strong>0.8000</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6200</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opensubtitles</td>
<td>0.7100</td>
<td>0.5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>eswiki (lemma)</td>
<td>0.7524</td>
<td>0.5346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eswiki (form)</td>
<td><strong>0.8613</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6237</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opensubtitles</td>
<td>0.8613</td>
<td>0.5940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>glwiki (lemma)</td>
<td>0.5154</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glwiki (form)</td>
<td><strong>0.6082</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4845</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opensubtitles</td>
<td>0.2886</td>
<td>0.2164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>ptwiki (lemma)</td>
<td>0.7562</td>
<td>0.2258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ptwiki (form)</td>
<td>0.7132</td>
<td>0.4767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opensubtitles</td>
<td><strong>0.8530</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6308</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Complex word tuning: best accuracies for threshold computation.

### 3.2 Word Sense Disambiguation

The WSD algorithm used is based on the Vector Space Model (Turney and Pantel, 2010) approach for lexical semantics which has been previously used in Lexical Simplification (Biran et al., 2011; Bott et al., 2012). The set of language-dependent thesaurus used for WSD was extracted from Free Ling 4.0 data which is derived from Multilingual Central Repository (MCR) 3.0\(^6\) (release 2012). Each thesaurus contains a set of synonyms and its associated set of senses with related synonyms (see the number of entries and senses of each language thesaurus in Table 5).

The WSD algorithm uses a word vectors model derived from a large text collection from which a word vector for each word in the thesaurus is created by collecting co-occurring word lemmas of the word in N-window contexts (only nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs). Then, a common vector is computed for each of the word senses of a given target word (lemma and PoS) by adding the vectors of all words in each sense. When a complex word is detected, the WSD algorithm computes the cosine distance between the context vector computed from the words of the complex word context (at sentence level) and the word vectors of each sense from the model. The word sense selected is the one with the lowest cosine distance between its word vector in the model and the context vector of the complex word in the sentence or document to simplify.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lang</th>
<th>EuroWordNet</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#entries</td>
<td>#senses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>46,555</td>
<td>64,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>36,571</td>
<td>50,397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>23,058</td>
<td>26,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>35,635</td>
<td>45,737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Statistics of the EuroWordNet thesaurus and the Wikipedia collections processed.

---

\(^6\) [http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR/](http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR/)

---

\(^7\) [http://medialab.di.unipi.it/wiki/Wikipedia_Extractor](http://medialab.di.unipi.it/wiki/Wikipedia_Extractor)
tracted from each Wikipedia dump). The FreeLing 3.1 NLP tool was used to extract the lemmas and PoS tags of each word, from a 11-word window (5 content words to each side of the target word).

### 3.3 Synonyms Ranking

The Synonyms Ranking phase ranks synonyms by their lexical simplicity and finds the simplest and most appropriate synonym word for the given context (Specia et al., 2012). The simplicity measure implemented is the word form (or lemma) frequency (i.e. more frequent is simpler) (Saggion, 2017). The frequency lists that can be used are the ones described in the CWD phase.

### 3.4 Language Realization

The Language Realization phase generates the correct inflected forms of the final selected synonyms lemmas and the other lemmas of the context. It has two phases: i) a context-independent Morphological Generator and ii) a rule-based Context Adaptator. The Morphological Generation system combines lexicon-based generation and predictions from Decision-Trees (see (Ferrés et al., 2017) for a more detailed description of this system). The lexicons used are the FreeLing8 (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012) morphological dictionaries for ca,es,gl and pt (see in Table 6 more details about these dictionaries). The Decision Trees algorithm used to predict the inflected form is the J48 algorithm from the WEKA9 data mining tool. This algorithm is only used when the lexicon has no inflection for a pair <lemma, PoS>. The J48 model can predict the sequence of edit operations that can transform an unseen pair <lemma, PoS> to an inflected form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lang</th>
<th>#lemmas</th>
<th>#forms</th>
<th>corpus</th>
<th>#tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>66,168</td>
<td>642,347</td>
<td>CoNLL09</td>
<td>590,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>70,150</td>
<td>669,216</td>
<td>CoNLL09</td>
<td>427,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>45,674</td>
<td>570,912</td>
<td>UD_Galician</td>
<td>79,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>94,444</td>
<td>1,214,090</td>
<td>Bosque 8.0</td>
<td>232,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Morphological Generation training data statistics.

The J48 training algorithm uses morphological and lemma based features including the Lev- enstein edit distance between lemmas and word forms to create a model for each lexical category. The learning datasets used were: the CoNLL2009 shared Task10 Catalan and Spanish training datasets, the Bosque 8.0 corpus tagged with EAGLES tagset11, and the Galician UD treebank12 based on the CTG corpus13.

The Morphological Generator was evaluated independently using the following corpora to test: CoNLL2009 Shared task evaluation dataset for Catalan (53,016 tokens) and Spanish (50,635 tokens), the Galician UD test set for Galician (29,748 tokens) and the Portuguese UD test set for Portuguese (5,499 tokens)14. The results (see Table 8) show that the Morphological Generator configuration that uses both FreeLing and J48 achieves high performance with accuracies over or close to 99% in almost all cases with the exception of the verbs in Spanish and Portuguese which obtained a 95.77% and 95.49% of accuracy respectively and the adjectives in Portuguese with a 94.34%.

The Context Adaptation phase generates the correct inflected forms of the lemmas in the context of the substituted complex word in case that it is needed an adaptation due to the morphological features of the substitute synonym. In the Ibero-Romance languages treated there are 3 cases of this kind (not all these cases are treated yet by our system):

1) adaptation of articles, pronouns and prepositions due to an orthographic variation of the substituted synonym (only in ca and gl languages): e.g. apostrophize determiners in ca ("el marit/l’home") (husband/man)), pronominal accusative changes in gl ("relatouno / díxoo" ("relatou+no" – (s)he related it / "dixo+o" – (s)he said it)).

2) adaptation of determiners (and pronouns) due to a morphological change of noun gender: as an example in the 4 languages the word "sovereignty” ("soberanía” (ca), "soberanía” (es,gl) "soberanía” (pt) can be substituted for its synonym "power" ("poder” (ca,es,gl,pt)) but if a determiner precedes the word then it has to change its gender ("la” to "el” (ca,es), "a” to "o” (gl,pt)).

3) adaptation of verbs (and adjectives) due to the need of gender concordance: e.g. the verb "administer” ("administrar/administrara” (ca), "ad-

---

8http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/
9http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/
11http://www.linguateca.cat/floresta/corpus.html
12http://universaldependencies.org
13http://sli.uvigo.gal/CTG/
14Both Galician and Portuguese UD datasets taken from http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1983
4 Evaluation

The evaluation has been realized using a lexical simplifier system with the best parameters obtained in the complex word detection tuning phase and these frequency lists have been also used in the Synonyms Ranking phase. We performed manual evaluation of the simplifier relying on 7 different proficient human judges for each language evaluated, who assessed our system with respect to adequacy and simplicity. The evaluation dataset was created from a set of sentences of the Wikipedia which had at least one non-monosemous complex word and 2 synonyms and less than 26 tokens (Named Entities included as tokens). Then this dataset was simplified and the sentences that had only one lexical simplification were selected. A set of 50 sentences with more than 18 tokens was randomly selected from this set of lexically simplified sentences. The participants were presented with the source sentence from the Wikipedia followed by either a sentence simplified by the full system or a by a baseline version of the system that uses the most frequent synonym (MFS) of all senses as WSD. Simplicity was measured using a five point rating scale that indicates how much simpler was the simplified sentence w.r.t. the original (high numbers indicate simpler). Adequacy was also measured using a five point rating scale that indicates if the simplified sentences keeps the same meaning (high numbers indicate more adequacy). Table 7 shows the evaluation results in simplicity and adequacy.

5 Discussion

The Complex Word Detection phase presented uses frequency thresholding over frequency lists extracted from corpora. The motivation of using such methodology is to have a generic method to detect complex words for average adult people that can be easily adaptable to several languages and requiring only textual corpora. Obviously this method has some problems: 1) the extraction of frequencies from huge corpora may rely on sets of documents with unbalanced, over-represented or under-represented domains that could suppose to generate high frequencies for real complex words or low frequencies for simple words, 2) the threshold tuning process is sensible to the semantic complexity level of the list word pairs used, and this could lead to generate complex word detections useful only for certain groups of people.

In order to test if some simple words could have low frequencies in the corpora (Spanish Wikipedia) with respect to the threshold used for

---

**Table 7**: Evaluation of simplicity and adequacy over a subset of 50 randomly selected sentences from the Wikipedia and simplified by the lexical simplifier and the MFS baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Simplicity scale</th>
<th>Adequacy scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca MFS</td>
<td>1.35%</td>
<td>15.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simplifier</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
<td>17.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es MFS</td>
<td>6.77%</td>
<td>14.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simplifier</td>
<td>8.13%</td>
<td>11.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl MFS</td>
<td>13.94%</td>
<td>15.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simplifier</td>
<td>17.62%</td>
<td>16.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt MFS</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simplifier</td>
<td>8.84%</td>
<td>14.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8**: Results of the evaluation in accuracy (%) of the Morphological Generator configurations. Note that in the Freeling configuration the accuracy means coverage (C) because the lexicon cannot predict unseen <lemma,PoS> pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang.</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adj</th>
<th>Adv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>FreeLing (C)</td>
<td>72.79</td>
<td>96.63</td>
<td>77.63</td>
<td>77.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J48</td>
<td>99.56</td>
<td>98.42</td>
<td>98.76</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeLing+J48</td>
<td>99.53</td>
<td>99.39</td>
<td>99.47</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>FreeLing (C)</td>
<td>72.60</td>
<td>95.03</td>
<td>76.21</td>
<td>72.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J48</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>94.32</td>
<td>99.24</td>
<td>98.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeLing+J48</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>95.77</td>
<td>99.44</td>
<td>98.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>FreeLing (C)</td>
<td>90.31</td>
<td>97.95</td>
<td>94.46</td>
<td>98.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J48</td>
<td>99.70</td>
<td>96.95</td>
<td>99.39</td>
<td>97.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeLing+J48</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>99.91</td>
<td>98.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>FreeLing (C)</td>
<td>88.31</td>
<td>91.12</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>82.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J48</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>95.21</td>
<td>93.47</td>
<td>99.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeLing+J48</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>95.49</td>
<td>94.34</td>
<td>99.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Wikipedia forms frequency list we used a list of subjective estimation of Age of Acquisition (AoA) words in Spanish (Alonso et al., 2015). The average AoA score for each word was based on 50 individual responses on a scale from 1 to 11 (indicating the age that this word was acquired). A set of 2,307 words estimated to be acquired at an age below 6 years (so supposing that these words have to be very simple) has been used for this test. Using the best threshold obtained in tuning procedure to estimate complex words has resulted in that 829 of these words (35.87%) were correctly not detected as complex words but 1,455 (62.99%) were incorrectly detected as complex words and 25 were not found (0.37%). This means that at least in Spanish (of the 4 languages used the one which has more documents in the Wikipedia) some words that are really simple such as "sopa" (soup), "to fish" (pescar), and "veinticinco" (twenty-five) among others have been detected as complex words.

In order to solve these problems, besides of increasing and balancing the corpora, the modularity of the resource allow these kind of solutions: 1) both the threshold and the frequency list files can be edited manually and change the frequency of those words, 2) generating manually or semi-automatically frequency lists of complex words or simple words that can be generic or adapted to specific target groups, and 3) combine both corpus-based frequency lists and manually generated. Previous competitive approaches to complex word identification are many times based on word frequency thresholding as we implement here (see (Wrobel, 2016) who obtained the best F-score in the recent Complex Word Identification task (Paetzold and Specia, 2016))

The results obtained through subjective manual assessment by native evaluators show that both the MFS baseline and the full simplifier obtain more than 50% of positive results (scores 4 and 5 in the five-point rating scale) in simplicity and adequacy a for caes, and pt and more than 40% for gl. These results mean that both the system and the MFS baseline can be useful for lexical simplification but the large percentage of negative results in adequacy (scores 1 and 2 in the five-point rating scales) indicates that more research is needed to avoid errors of meaning preservation. The reported errors in adequacy and the fact that the simplifier generally does not perform better than the MFS baseline point that the WSD algorithm and/or its resources need to be improved.

In general Lexical Simplification systems do not deal with Morphological Generation, for example CASSA (Baeza-Yates et al., 2015) has not morphological realization component, LexSiS morphological realization (Bott et al., 2012) is limited to a dictionary and set of handcrafted rules. Simplification systems based on machine translation (Specia, 2010; Stajner, 2014) generate words based on parallel/comparable original and simplified datasets being therefor limited in coverage (e.g. words not observed in the dataset will not be properly generated). Our approach instead is robust in terms of coverage and easily adapted to new languages with similar characteristics (e.g. Italian, French). It is worth notice that both approaches we present here: the baseline and our simplifier both take advantage of the morphological realization component. Moreover, the only module that is not used by the baseline is the Word Sense Disambiguator.

6 Conclusion

Automatic Lexical Simplification is a task that requires very complex and advanced resources in both Natural Language Processing and Natural Language Generation fields. In this paper we have presented a modular automatic Lexical Simplifier system that can deal with the four major Ibero-Romance Languages: Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, and Galician. The experiments presented in this paper show that the corpus-based approaches tried, despite of being useful for generic prediction, are not yet sufficient to deal with the complexities of the task and manual effort from linguistic experts to create specific resources for the task is needed.

Future research includes: a) experiments with other available datasets, b) use more advanced vector representations (e.g. embeddings), c) update the thesaurus data of MCR 3.0 from release 2012 to release 2016 and apply some manual or automatic revision to prune or mark loosely related synonyms, d) experiments with the CHILDES corpus for complex word detection, and e) porting the system to other similar major Romance languages such as French, Italian and Romanian.
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Abstract
This paper challenges a cross-genre document retrieval task, where the queries are in formal writing and the target documents are in conversational writing. In this task, a query, is a sentence extracted from either a summary or a plot of an episode in a TV show, and the target document consists of transcripts from the corresponding episode. To establish a strong baseline, we employ the current state-of-the-art search engine to perform document retrieval on the dataset collected for this work. We then introduce a structure reranking approach to improve the initial ranking by utilizing syntactic and semantic structures generated by NLP tools. Our evaluation shows an improvement of more than 4% when the structure reranking is applied, which is very promising.

1 Introduction
Document retrieval has been a central task in natural language processing and information retrieval. The goal is to match a query against a set of documents. Over the last decade, advanced techniques have emerged and provided powerful systems that can accurately retrieve relevant documents (Blair and Maron, 1985; Callan, 1994; Cao et al., 2006). While the retrieval part is crucial, proper ranking of the retrieved documents can significantly improve the overall user satisfaction by putting more relevant documents at the top (Baliński and Danilowicz, 2005; Yang et al., 2006; Zhou and Wade, 2009).

Due to the spike of applications that are required to maintain the conversation, dialog data has recently become a popular target among researchers. The work in this field concerns problems such as learning facts through conversation (Fernández et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2015; Hixon et al., 2015) or dialog summarization (Oya and Carenini, 2014; Misra et al., 2015). More recent work in this field has focused on several inter-dialogue tasks (Xu and Reitter, 2016; Kim et al., 2016; He et al., 2016). To the best of our knowledge our work is the first, where the cross-genre document retrieval is analyzed based on conversational and formal writings.

This paper analyzes the performance of state-of-the-art retrieval techniques targeting TV show transcripts and their descriptions. We first collect a dataset comprising transcripts from a popular TV show and their summaries and plots (Section 3). We then establish a solid baseline by adapting an advanced search engine and implement structure reranking to improve the initial ranking from the search engine (Section 4). Our evaluation shows a 4% improvement, which is significant (Section 5).

2 Related work
Information extraction for dialogue data has already been widely explored. Yoshino et al. (2011) presented a spoken dialogue system that extracts predicate-argument structures and uses them to extract facts from news documents. Flycht-Eriksson and Jönsson (2003) developed a dialogue interaction process of accessing textual data from a bird encyclopedia. An unsupervised technique for meeting summarization using decision-related utterances has been presented by Wang and Cardie (2012). Gorinski and Lapata (2015) studied movie script summarization. All the aforementioned work uses the syntactic and semantic relation extraction and thus is similar to ours; however, it is distinguished in a way that it lacks a cross-genre aspect.
Dialogue
Joey
One woman? That’s like saying there’s only one flavor of ice cream for you. Lemme tell you something, Ross. There’s lots of flavors out there.

Summary + Plot
Joey compares women to ice cream. (S)

Ross
You know you probably didn’t know this, but back in high school, I had a, um, major crush on you. I knew.

Rachel
I knew.

Chandler
Alright, one of you give me your underpants.

Joey
Can’t help you, I’m not wearing any.

Chandler asks Joey for his underwear, but Joey can’t help him out as he’s not wearing any. (P)

Table 1: Three manually curated examples of dialogues and their descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Summary + Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joey: One woman? That’s like saying there’s only one flavor of ice cream for you. Lemme tell you something, Ross. There’s lots of flavors out there.</td>
<td>Joey compares women to ice cream. (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross: You know you probably didn’t know this, but back in high school, I had a, um, major crush on you. I knew.</td>
<td>Ross reveals his high school crush on Rachel. (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler: Alright, one of you give me your underpants. Can’t help you, I’m not wearing any.</td>
<td>Chandler asks Joey for his underwear, but Joey can’t help him out as he’s not wearing any. (P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Data

The Character Mining project provides transcripts of the TV show, Friends; transcripts from 8 seasons of the show are publicly available in the JSON format, where the first 2 seasons are annotated for the character identification task (Chen and Choi, 2016). Each season consists of episodes, each episode contains scenes, each scene includes utterances, where each utterance comes with the speaker information.

For each episode, the episode summary and plot are first collected from fan sites, then sentence segmented by NLP4J, the same tool used for the provided transcripts. Generally, summaries give broad descriptions of the episodes, whereas plots describe facts within individual scenes. Finally, we create a dataset by treating each sentence as a query and its relevant episode as the target document. Table 2 shows the distributions of this dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Summary + Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of episodes</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of tokens</td>
<td>897,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of queries</td>
<td>5,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of tokens</td>
<td>119,624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dialogue, summary, and plot data.

4 Structure Reranking

For each query (summary or plot) in the dataset, the task is to retrieve the document (episode) most relevant to the query. The challenge comes from the cross-genre aspect: how to retrieve documents in dialogues given the queries in formal writing. This section describes our structure reranking approach that significantly outperforms an advanced search engine, Elasticsearch⁴.

4.1 Relation Extraction

Since our queries and documents appear very different on the surface level (Table 1), relations are first extracted from them and matching is performed on the relation level, which abstracts certain pragmatic differences between these two types of writings. All data are lemmatized, tagged with parts-of-speech and named entities, parsed into dependency trees, and labeled with semantic roles using NLP4J.

A sentence may consist of multiple predicates, and each predicate comes with a set of arguments. A predicate together with its arguments is considered a relation. For each argument, heuristics are applied to extract meaningful contextual words by traversing the subtree of the argument. Our heuristics are designed for the type of dependency trees generated by NLP4J, but similar rules can be generalized to other types of dependency trees. Relations from dialogues are attached with the speaker names to compensate the lack of entity information.

By extracting relations that comprise only meaningful words, it prunes out much noise (e.g., disfluency), which allows the system to retrieve relevant documents with higher precision. While our relation extraction is based on the sentence level, it can be extended to the document level by adding coreference relations, which we will explore in the future.

Figure 1: Two sets of relations, from dialogue and plot, extracted from the examples in Table 1.
Figure 2: The overview of our structure reranking. Given documents \(d_1, \ldots, d_k\) and a query \(q\), 4 sets of scores are generated: the Elasticsearch scores and the matching scores using 3 comparators: word, lemma, and embedding. The binary classifier Bin predicts whether the highest ranked document from Elasticsearch is the correct answer. If not, the system RR reranks the documents using all scores and returns a new top-ranked prediction.

4.2 Structure Matching

All relations extracted from dialogues are stored in an inverted index manner, where words in each relation are associated with the relation and the episode in which the relation occurs. Algorithm 1 shows how our structure matching works. Given a list of documents retrieved from the index based on a query \(q\), it first initializes scores for all documents to 0. For each document \(d_i\), it compares each relation \(r^d\) from \(q\) to relations extracted from \(d_i\). The relation \(r\) from \(d_i\) is kept within \(R^d\) if it has at least one word that overlaps with \(r^d\). For each relation \(r^d \in R^d\), the comparator function returns the matching score between \(r^d\) and \(r^q\). The maximum matching score is added to the overall score of this document. This procedure is repeated; finally, the algorithm returns the overall matching scores for all documents.

Input: \(D\): a list of documents, \(q\): a query.
\(f_c\): a function returning all relations.
\(f_r\): a comparator function.

Output: \(S\): a list of matching scores for \(D\).
\(S_i\) \(=\) \(0\) for \(i \in [1, |S|]\)

foreach \(d_i \in D\) do
    foreach \(r^d \in f_c(q)\) do
        \(R^d \leftarrow \{r \mid r \in f_c(d_i) \text{ if } r \cap r^q \geq 1\}\)
        \(s_m \leftarrow 0\)
        foreach \(r^d \in R^d\) do
            \(s \leftarrow f_r(r^d, r^q)\)
            \(s_m \leftarrow \max(s_m, s)\)
        end
        \(S_i \leftarrow S_i + s_m\)
    end
end

Algorithm 1: The structure matching algorithm.

The comparator function \(f_c\) takes two relation sets, \(r^d\) and \(r^q\), and returns the matching score between those two sets. For word and lemma, the count of overlapping words between them is used to produce two scores, \(r^d\) and \(r^q\), normalized by the length of the utterance and the query, respectively. The harmonic mean of the two scores is then returned as the final score. For embedding, \(f_e\) uses embeddings to generate sum vectors from both sets and returns the cosine similarity of these two vectors.

4.3 Document Reranking

The Elasticsearch scores and the 3 sets of matching scores for the top-k documents (ranked by Elasticsearch) are fed into a binary classifier to determine whether or not to accept the highest ranked document. A Feed Forward Neural Network with one hidden layer of size 15 is used for this classification. If the binary classifier disqualifies the top-ranked document, the top-k documents are reranked by the weighted sums of these scores. A grid search is performed on the development set to find the optimized set of the weights. At last, the system returns the document with the highest reranked scores:

\[
d_i = \arg \max_i (\lambda_e \cdot e_i + \lambda_w \cdot w_i + \lambda_l \cdot l_i + \lambda_m \cdot m_i).
\]

5 Experiments

The data in Section 3 is split into training, development and evaluation sets, where queries from each episode are randomly assigned. Two standard metrics are used for evaluation: precision at \(k\) (P@k) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Plot</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>3013</td>
<td>3593 (78.48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>500 (9.85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>592 (11.67%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Data split (# of queries).
Table 4: Evaluation on the development and evaluation sets for summary, plot, and all (summary + plot). Elastic\textsubscript{10}: Elasticsearch with \( k = 10 \). Struct\textsubscript{w,l,m}*: structure matching using words, lemmas, embeddings, then rerank the results using the scores from structure matching for queries that Elasticsearch gives P@1 of 0%. As shown in Table 6, structure matching is capable of reranking a significant portion (around 20%) of these queries correctly, establishing that our hypothesis is true.

5.3 Document Reranking

The scores from Elasticsearch and Struct\textsubscript{w} for each document are fed into the binary classifier that decides whether or not to accept the top-1 result from Elasticsearch. If not, the documents are reranked by the weighted sum of these scores (Section 4.3). The Rerank\textsubscript{1} row in Table 4 shows the results when all the weights = 1, which gives an over 4% improvement of P@1 on the evaluation set. The Rerank\textsubscript{3} row shows the results when the optimized weights are used, which gives an additional 3% boost on the development set but not on the evaluation set.

It is worth mentioning that we initially tackled this as a document classification task using convolutional neural networks similar to Kim (2014); however, it gave P@1 ≈ 20% and MRR ≈ 33%. Such poor results were due to the huge size of our documents, over 4.6K words on average, beyond the capacity of a CNN. Thus, we decided to focus on reranking, which gave the best performance.

6 Conclusion

We propose a cross-genre document retrieval task that matches between TV show transcripts and their descriptions in summaries and plots. Our structure reranking approach gives an improvement of more than 4% of P@1, showing promising results for this task. In the future, we will add more structural information such as coreference relations to our structure matching and apply a more sophisticated parameter optimization technique such as the Bayesian optimization for finding \( \lambda_x \).
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Abstract
Sentiment analysis deals with the task of determining the polarity of a document or sentence and has received a lot of attention in recent years for the English language. With the rapid growth of social media these days, a lot of data is available in regional languages besides English. Telugu is one such regional language with abundant data available in social media, but it’s hard to find a labelled data of sentences for Telugu Sentiment Analysis. In this paper, we describe an effort to build a gold-standard annotated corpus of Telugu sentences to support Telugu Sentiment Analysis. The corpus, named ACTSA (Annotated Corpus for Telugu Sentiment Analysis) has a collection of Telugu sentences taken from different sources which were then preprocessed and manually annotated by native Telugu speakers using our annotation guidelines. In total, we have annotated 5410 sentences, which makes our corpus the largest resource currently available. The corpus and annotation guidelines are made publicly available.

1 Introduction
Now-a-days, people are commonly found writing comments, reviews, blog posts in social media about trending activities in their regional languages. Unlike English, many regional languages lack NLP tools and resources to analyze these activities. Moreover, English has many datasets available, however, it is not the same with Telugu.

The annotation of Telugu data has not received a lot of attention in sentiment analysis community. While there is a wealth of raw corpora with opinionated information, no corpora with annotated sentences in Telugu are publicly available as far as we know.

Telugu has a special status as an official standard language in the twin states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana of India. There are a large variety of dialects that constitute the mother tongues of Telugu speakers. Major Telugu print media, journalism, and electronic media follow the dialects of Krishna and Godavari since it has been conceived as arguably standard and easy to reach the rest of the Telugu speakers (Krishnamurthi, 1961). We built our corpus over this dialect as this dialect is most prominent and has a strong online presence today on news websites, blogs, forums, and user/reader commentaries.

In this work, we present a dedicated gold standard corpus of polarity annotated Telugu sentences. To our knowledge, our corpus is the largest source of polarity annotated Telugu sentences to date. This data also motivates the development of new techniques for Telugu sentiment analysis. The corpus and annotation guidelines are publicly available here1.

2 Related Work
There is a growing interest within the Natural Language Processing community to build corpora for Indian languages from the data available on the web. (Kaur and Gupta, 2013) surveyed sentiment analysis for different Indian languages including Telugu, but never mentioned about the corpus used. (Mukku et al., 2016) did sentiment classification for Telugu

1https://goo.gl/M9rkUX
text using various ML techniques, but no data was publicly made available.

(Wiebe et al., 2005) describes a corpus annotation project to study issues in the manual annotation of opinions, emotions, sentiments, speculations, evaluations and other private states in language. This was the first attempt to manually annotate the 10,000 sentence corpus of articles from the news. (Alm et al., 2005) have manually annotated 1580 sentences extracted from 22 Grimms’ tales for the task of emotion annotation at the sentence level.

(Arora, 2013) performed sentiment analysis task for the Hindi Language with limited corpus made manually annotated by the native Hindi speakers. (Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2010b) aims to manually annotate the sentences in a web-based Bengali blog corpus with the emotional components such as emotional expression (word/phrase), intensity, associated holder and topic(s).

(Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2010a) built a lexicon of words to support the task of Telugu sentiment analysis and is made available to the public. (Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2010) created an interactive gaming to technology (Dr. Sentiment) to create and validate Senti-WordNet for Telugu.

3 Data Collection

In this section, we will explore the different resources where raw data was obtained from and how processing of that data was done, as shown in Figure 1.

Currently, most of the corpora available for Sentiment Analysis are harvested from sources like review data from e-commerce websites where customers express their opinion on products freely, posts from social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook. Although the news genre has received much less attention within the Sentiment Analysis community, news plays an important role in exhibiting the reality and has a strong influence on social practices. Also, a lot of Telugu data is available mostly on news websites. These reasons motivated us to select news genre for building our corpus. We scraped and harvested our raw data from five different Telugu news websites viz., Andhrabhoomi\(^2\), Andhraja\(^3\), Eenadu\(^4\), Kridajyothi\(^5\) and Sakshi\(^6\).

In total we have collected over 453 news articles and filtered down to 321 which were relevant to our work.

The extracted data was cleaned in a pre-processing step, e.g. by removing headings and sub-headings, eliminating sentences with non-Telugu words and cleaning any extra dots, extra spaces, URLs, and other garbage values. Later Sentence Segmentation is done where this data was split into individual sentences.

The sentences thus obtained were now tested for objectivity manually. Objective sentences are sentences where no sentiment, opinion, etc. is expressed. They state a fact confidently and has an evidence to support it. For example, sentence (1) is an objective sentence as it is a verifiable fact with evidence.

\begin{align*}
\text{Transliteration:} & \text{ Abdul kalāṁ bhāratadēśa adhyakṣudāgā panicēśāru} \\
\text{English:} & \text{Abdul Kalam served as the president of India}
\end{align*}

\(^2\)http://www.andhrabhoomi.net/
\(^3\)http://www.andhraja.com/
\(^4\)http://www.eenadu.net/
\(^5\)http://www.andhraja.com/pages/sports
\(^6\)http://www.sakshi.com/
Table 1: Example annotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Original Sentence</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>అమెǼë అధªɘŲ ŷƵ㠝</td>
<td>US President Donald Trump withdrew the US from the Paris Climate Agreement</td>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>Obj</td>
<td>Obj</td>
<td>Obj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ఇంƤî ఎవǼí అభªంతరం</td>
<td>There is no need for any objection to anyone in this</td>
<td>Neu</td>
<td>Neu</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Neu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ఫȐƍలపై మంƎ¾ సంƕషంÿ</td>
<td>India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi has reacted severely to the Kashmir riots</td>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ఫ్యటాంది మల్హూ సందǼ²ంచƸƵ¤Ǿ</td>
<td>The minister is happy on the results</td>
<td>Pos</td>
<td>Pos</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Pos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pos = Positive, Neg = Negative, Neu = Neutral, Obj = Objective, NA = Not Applicable, A1 = Annotator 1, A2 = Annotator 2, V = Validation, F = Final Result

These sentences do not contain any sentiment/polarity and are not useful for sentiment analysis. The objective sentences thus separated with objectivity test are removed from the data.

4 Annotation

In this section, we describe the process followed for annotating the sentences (refer Figure 1). First, we built a team of seven educated native Telugu speakers for the task of polarity tagging of the extracted Telugu sentences. Then, we developed an annotation schema for this task and the annotators were instructed to thoroughly understand the concepts mentioned in the schema for a precise/perfect annotation. Each sentence is annotated by two annotators.

The annotators were required to tag the sentences with three polarities: positive, negative, neutral. For example, sentence (2) should be tagged positive as it expresses positive sentiment by the use of కృతజšత (gratitude).

మంƎ¾, ఆయన విమోచనిందం, (2)

Transliteration: Mantri, āyanaṇu ennumanduku, prajalaku kṛtajjata vyaktaṁ cēśāru
English: The minister expressed gratitude to the people for electing him

On the other hand sentence (3) should be tagged negative because it expresses negative sentiment with ఆంƩళన (concern).

ప్రధాని వాస్తలాని జీవితంవంతి ఆంƩళన మార్పు చేసారు (3)

Transliteration: Nirantara vidyut kōtalapai prajalu āndōḷana vyaktaṁ cēśāru
English: People have expressed concern over continuous power cuts

However, sentence (4) is a neutral sentence as it is a speculation about the future. Even though it doesn’t contain any sentiment, it is not an objective sentence because it is not a verifiable fact or not something which happened in the past. It is speculating something to happen in the future.

ప్రధాని వాస్తలాని జీవితంవంతి ఆంƩళన మార్పు చేసారు (4)

Transliteration: Pradhāni vaccē nelalō cainānu sandarśin̄canunnāru
English: The prime minister is expected to visit China next month

If in any case annotators were unsure or felt ambiguous about the polarity of a sentence they can label it uncertain. If they feel the sentence is objective but was not removed in
Table 2: Agreement for Sentences in ACTSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotator 1</th>
<th>Annotator 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2427</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>2646</td>
<td>5823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the pre-processing step, they can mark it objective.

Annotators labelled all the sentences, with each sentence annotated by exactly two annotators. We call it annotation step. The sentences marked uncertain by at least one annotator were discarded to avoid any ambiguous sentences in the corpus.

The sentences which had a clash between the two annotators’ labels were sent for a third independent annotation which we call as a validation step. The most common label among the three annotators was considered as the final label for the sentence. If even after the third annotation the disagreement prevailed, such sentences were discarded as we considered them too ambiguous for getting three different labels by three different annotators. If there were any objective sentences after the validation step, they were discarded.

Table 1 shows some example annotations from the corpus.

5 Agreement Study

After annotation task, we measured how reliable our annotation scheme was. To measure the reliability of our polarity annotation scheme, we conducted an inter-annotator agreement study on the annotated sentences. Table 2 shows the agreement for the two annotators’ judgments for each sentence. We used Cohens’ kappa, $\kappa$ which is calculated using formula (5)

$$\kappa = \frac{p_o - p_e}{1 - p_e}$$ (5)

where $p_o$ is the relative observed agreement and $p_e$ is the agreement by chance. In general, $\kappa$ values between 0.6 and 0.8 are considered a substantial agreement. To our surprise we got the $\kappa$ value to be 0.87, which is in perfect agreement and is an indication of the reliability of the annotations.

Table 3: Statistics about the data

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News articles</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaned Sentences</td>
<td>11952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Sentences (Removed)</td>
<td>4327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain Sentences (Removed)</td>
<td>1802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement Sentences</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive sentences</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative sentences</td>
<td>1441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral sentences</td>
<td>2475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sentences</td>
<td>5410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Corpus Statistics

In this section, we present the statistics about our data from raw data collection to final sentences. We scraped several websites for the data. We collected 453 news articles and filtered down to 321 which were relevant for our work. After pre-processing this raw data, we have 11952 sentences. We tested the sentences for subjectivity (as explained in section 3) and removed 4327 objective sentences after which we were left with 7812 sentences. These sentences were given to the annotators for the annotation as mentioned in section 4. 1802 sentences were removed where at least one annotator marked it uncertain. In the remaining 5823 sentences, 512 were with disagreement and were sent for third independent annotation. After the third annotation, 413 sentences were discarded if the disagreement prevailed or if they are objective. The final 5410 sentences forms the required annotated corpus, ACTSA. Statistics about our complete corpus can be found in Table 3.
7 Experiments and Evaluation

A strategy that can give very useful hints about the reliability of the annotated data is the comparison between the results of automated classification and human annotation.

(Mukku et al., 2016) described a method to perform automated classification of Telugu sentences into polarity tags: positive, negative and neutral. We followed this method to evaluate our data. We used 2000 sentences from our human automated corpus to train the model for automated classification.

To test the reliability of our annotated data, we compared the classification expressed by humans and that of the automated classifier trained above. The testing was done on the remaining 3410 sentences and the error rate was observed to be 12.3% which hints the quality and reliability of the annotated corpus, ACTSA.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we presented a gold standard corpus of Telugu sentences taken from different resources, which were then cleaned and annotated by native Telugu speakers. For each sentence, we have a polarity label attached with it. We described our annotation process and gave an overview of our annotation schema. The results from our evaluation study show that our corpus has a reasonable inter-annotator agreement. The corpus and guidelines are publicly available. In future, we try to automate the task of annotation for new sentences with the help of ACTSA. We would also like to perform sentiment analysis task for Telugu, using this corpus.
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Abstract

This paper describes a builder entry, named “strawman”, to the sentence-level sentiment analysis task of the “Build It, Break It” shared task of the First Workshop on Building Linguistically Generalizable NLP Systems. The goal of a builder is to provide an automated sentiment analyzer that would serve as a target for breakers whose goal is to find pairs of minimally differing sentences that break the analyzer.

1 Data and Preprocessing

Data

The organizers of the shared task provided two distinct types of training sets. The first set consists of usual sentences paired with their corresponding sentiment labels (+1 for positive and -1 for negative) and confidences (a real value between 0 and 1.) The other set consists of phrases paired similarly with sentiment labels and confidences. In the latter case, the sentiment label may be either -1, 1 or 0 which indicates neutral. There are 6920 sentences and 166,737 phrases.

As the goal of “strawman” is to build the most naive and straightforward baseline for the shared task, I have decided to use all the examples from both of the training sets whose sentiment labels were either -1 or 1. In other words, any phrase labelled neutral was discarded. The confidence scores were discarded as well.

The combined data was shuffled first, and then the first 160k examples were used for training and the last 10k examples for validation. I have decided to ignore 3,657 examples in-between.

Vocabulary

The training dataset was lowercased in order to avoid an issue of data sparsity, as the size of the dataset is relatively small. Since the provided training examples were already tokenized to a certain degree, I have not attempted any further tokenization, other than removing a quotation mark “”. In the case of blind development and test sets, I used spaCy\(^1\) for automatic tokenization. At this stage, a vocabulary was built using all the \(n\)-gram’s with \(n\) up to 2 from the entire training set. This resulted in a vocabulary of 102,608 unique \(n\)-gram’s, and among them, I decided to use only the 100k most frequent \(n\)-grams.

2 Model and Training

The “strawman” is an ensemble of five deep bag-of-ngrams classifiers. Each classifier is a multi-layer perceptron consisting of an embedding layer which transforms one-hot vector representations of words into continuous vectors, averaging pooling, a 32-dim \(\tanh\) hidden layer and a binary softmax layer. The classifier is trained to minimize cross-entropy loss using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the default parameters. Each training run was early-stopped based on the validation accuracy and took approximately 10-20 minutes on the author’s laptop which has a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 (8 cores) and does not have any GPU compute capability. The output distributions of all the five classifiers, which were initialized using distinct random seeds, were averaged to form an ensemble. The entire code was written in Python using PyTorch.\(^2\) The implementation is publicly available at https://github.com/kyunghyuncho/strawman.

3 Result and Thoughts

Despite its simplicity and computational efficiency, the “strawman” fared reasonably well. The “strawman” was ranked first in terms of the aver-

\(^1\)https://spacy.io/
\(^2\)http://pytorch.org/
age F1 score on all the breakers’ test cases, outperforming more sophisticated systems based on a recursive deep network (Builder Team 5, (Socher et al., 2013)) as well as a convolutional network (Builder Team 6, (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014)). When measured by the proportion of the test cases on which the system was broken (i.e., the system is correct only for one of the minimally difference sentences and wrong for the other), the “strawman” was ranked fourth out of six submissions, although the margin between the “strawman” and the best ranking system (Builder Team 2) was only about 1% out of 25.43% broken case rate, corresponding to 6 cases.

Although we must wait until the breakers’ reports in order to understand better how those broken cases were generated, there are a few clear holes in the proposed “strawman”. First, if any word is replaced so that a new bigram disappears from the predefined vocabulary of n-grams, the “strawman” could easily be thrown off. This could be addressed by character-level modelling (Ling et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015) or a hybrid model (Miyamoto and Cho, 2016). Second, the “strawman” will be easily fooled by any non-compositional expression that spans more than two words. This is inevitable, as any expression longer than two words could only be viewed as a composition of multiple uni- and bi-grams. Third, the obvious pitfall of the “strawman” is that it was trained solely on the provided training set consisting of less than 7k full sentences. The “strawman” would only generalize up to a certain degree to any expression not present in the training set.
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Abstract

The current paper covers several strategies we used to ‘break’ predictions of sentiment analysis systems participating in the BLGNLP2017 workshop. Specifically, we identify difficulties of participating systems in understanding modals, subjective judgments, world-knowledge based references and certain differences in syntax and perspective.

1 Introduction

Participants in the BLGNLP2017 shared task were invited to either build sentiment analysis systems (as a Builder team) or break them, by compiling linguistically motivated test cases that result in false predictions (as a Breaker team). A data set of movie reviews was provided as the domain for participating systems and as a source for generating breaking test cases. As a Breaker team, our goal was to construct minimal pairs consisting of a review from the source data set, and a modified version of the review that would be used to evaluate the robustness or sensitivity of the participating systems predictions. The modified version of each review could either preserve the sentiment of the original review, or reverse it.

Movie reviews from Rotten Tomatoes are a good source for comments full of sentiment, as the informal setting provides for humor, pathos, wild comparisons, sarcasm, artistic expressions and the like. Hence, it was probably not an easy task for the Builder systems to analyze sentiments to begin with, and we tried to make it even harder. Based on the sentiment analysis of our linguistic examples it seems like there are several ways to trick the Builder systems.

In our own judgments of the provided items, we followed a positive/negative sentiment dichotomy, which was not always straightforward given the complexity of the data. However, even if a neutral sentiment option was included (as found in the predictions of some of the Builder system) it would not have accounted for the whole variation, as some items could have multiple plausible interpretations, affecting their perceived valence. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that the judgments provided by us might not always coincide with those of other people.

We begin this paper by describing the general rationale we had employed in creating our test cases. We then present some examples of sentences that broke the Builder systems and discuss the nature of the errors, and the main difficulties in analyzing sentiment. In addition, we discuss the linguistic processes that take place in inferring sentiment from the various examples.

2 Breaking Strategy

Our approach to judging sentiment was based on two implicit questions: “Would I watch this movie based on the comment?” and “Would the comment be likely accompanied by a five star evaluation?” Thus, our judgment relied on reviewers’ description of enjoyment and quality as measurements of sentiment. In making the minimal pairs we employed a number of different strategies. We used our intuitions and knowledge of syntax, semantics and pragmatics in order to make big differences in meaning with superficially small changes. We tried to make realistic examples of movie evaluations, focusing on linguistic inferences that a machine might not be able to do.

When it comes to breaking predictions, the largest number of errors appeared with examples involving words that bear judgment, but are not inherently positive or negative on their own. We used modals and opinion adverbs to contribute to
the meaning of a phrase by providing information about the speaker’s subjective stance. For instance, adverbs such as ‘too’, ‘enough’, ‘hardly’, ‘supposedly’, ‘barely’, ‘seldom’, ‘rarely’ and ‘finally’ all convey a relative stance in certain contexts. The use of such expressions changes the construal of the sentence so that the perspective of the subject of consciousness is foregrounded (Verhagen et al., 2007). Therefore, including such an adverb can change the valence of the sentence, such as in examples (1) and (2) below. While the truth-conditions of (2) would not change if ‘hardly’ was substituted with ‘a little’, the judgment of the speaker would disappear. Hence, the sentiment in this example is expressed by foregrounding the speaker’s evaluation of the extent of the difference between the two types of movies. While most Builder systems classified (1) as positive, just about half of them classified (2) as negative:

(1) Munich is more measured and classy than Spielberg’s action-adventures.

(2) Munich is hardly more measured and classy than Spielberg’s action-adventures.

The examples above point to another tactic found in our test items. Namely, besides the valence that the adverb contributes in these examples, world-knowledge is also necessary to properly infer the speaker’s meaning. Since the sentence uses a proper noun and refers to a well-known figure, it can bear great influence on the valence of the sentence as a whole. We used this strategy in making minimal pairs that proved to confuse the participating systems. It has been claimed in the literature that proper nouns are mostly used in objective or neutral sentences (Pak and Paroubek, 2010). However, proper nouns can also carry sentiments in certain contexts. For instance, while Shakespearean is always a compliment, E.L. James-ian might not be. Most systems categorized (3) as positive, however a few of them missed the negative connotations of (4).

(3) Shakespearean in its violence, Oldboy also calls up nightmare images of spiritual and physical isolation that are worthy of Samuel Beckett or Dostoyevsky.

(4) EL James-ian in its violence, Oldboy also calls up nightmare images of spiritual and physical isolation that are worthy of Paulo Coelho quotes.

We think that world-knowledge could be included in the sentiment analysis systems and it would benefit the judgment of examples such as the one above. Even though this might appear as a non-linguistic issue, references and comparisons with well known directors or actors are found in many of the original reviews and play a role in determining the sentiment.

We have identified another difficulty in pragmatics that is prominent in movie reviews. In examples (5) and (6) below, the mention of the reader’s expectations can mean very different things depending on the context:

(5) Sharp dialogue and detailed observations make it a good deal funnier than you might expect.

(6) Horrible dialogue and abysmal acting make it a good deal funnier than you might expect.

The minimal pair of (5) and (6) sheds light on the issue of whether calling a movie funny is a positive comment. This brings us to the discussion of the multi-layered sentiment structure. That is, while ‘funny’ refers to a positive emotion experienced by someone watching the movie, that might not be a positive comment on the movie, if it is the poor quality of acting that causes one to laugh, such as in example (6). We constructed a similar example where ‘emotional pain’ was experienced when watching the movie, which could be used to either admire or ridicule the movie. These examples show that the meaning of positive or negative adjectives can change with varying circumstances, such as expectations.

Furthermore, we used another strategy that is based on expressing expectations. A concessive relation, as found in (7) and (8), expresses a contrast between two statements. One of the statements in each sentence is positive and the other one is negative, however the overall sentiment of the two sentences differs. This is achieved by the fact that concessive relations have an expectation in the first component and deny that expectation in the second (Izutsu, 2008). This denial of expectation puts argumentative emphasis on the second
part of the sentence, making the second judgment of the sentence stronger. This is why (7) is negative, while (8) is positive. However, many of the Builder systems had difficulty categorizing both sentences, as they include both positive and negative statements.

(7) It’s harmless, sure, but it’s also charmless.

(8) It’s not harmless, sure, but it’s also not charmless.

Another factor we found to affect the valence of the whole sentence, is the use of positive or negative adjectives to refer to a character in the movie or to the plot, but not to the movie itself. For example, the ‘smoldering, humorless intensity’ in (9) and (10) is a negative attribute of a person, but it might make a great character, such as in (10). However, a few of the Builder systems did not recognize it as a positive review.

(9) [Bettis] has a smoldering, humorless intensity that’s unnerving.

(10) [Bettis] has a smoldering, humorless intensity that’s hilarious.

As can be seen from the example above, treating words as separate entities with emotional valence can sometimes fail in analyzing sentiment of complete sentences. This leads to another strategy, which is changing the structure of the sentence with minimal changes in the lexical items used. For example, the sentences in (11) and (12) differ minimally in terms of the words used, but they have completely different syntactic structures. The syntactic dependencies determine what is the subject of the sentence and thus who is the savior and who we are saved from.

(11) Someone has to save us from Lawrence’s onslaught of cinematic dross.

(12) Lawrence is someone who has saved us from an onslaught of cinematic dross.

Furthermore, syntactic structures can also introduce implicatures. For instance, we changed a sentence into a question or added a tag question and it resulted in Builder system errors. It can be seen from examples (13) and (14) that the sentences are nearly the same, except one of them is declarative and the second one is interrogative. Especially in combination with the use of ellipsis, sentence (14) implies doubt by the speaker, since they are asking a rhetorical question, provided the context is a movie review. Even though there is no explicit negation, the speaker explicitly does not commit to a positive statement. Implicatures are derived from the fact that the speaker did not use a more informative or stronger expression when they could have (Potts, 2015). In this case, if the speaker had found the movie exceptional, they would have said so. Many Builder systems did not recognize it as carrying negative sentiment.

(13) An exceptional science fiction film…

(14) Is this an exceptional science fiction film…?

We also employed ellipsis to change perspective and imply different content in the omitted part. In elliptical sentences, a part of the syntactic structure is missing, as demonstrated in examples (15) and (16) (the part in brackets was omitted in the items). The addition of ‘please’ to sentence (16) changes it from a declarative sentence to an imperative one. Elliptical utterances are reduced, therefore knowing the discourse goal of the speaker would facilitate the interpretation of the utterance (Carberry, 1989). Hence, the difference between sentences (15) and (16) can be inferred from the fact that one is a claim and the other is a request. Many of the Builder systems did not perform well on sentence (16).

(15) [This is] more of the same…

(16) [I want/give me] more of the same, please!

In addition, a couple of hypothetical sentences with implied content also confused the Builder systems. For example, the difference between (17) and (18) is simply the mood of the verb. The hypothetical in (18) implies that in fact the movie is not a good adaptation, as reality is different from what could have been. In other items, we used the verb ‘to try’ for an analogous effect, as claiming that someone tried to achieve something, implies that they did not succeed. In both cases almost all
of the systems predicted the direct statement correctly, but did not register the implicature.

(17) Pride and Prejudice is a gorgeous and well-acted adaptation.

(18) Pride and Prejudice could have been a gorgeous and well-acted adaptation.

A final strategy that we adopted in developing our examples is the use of special characters and punctuation marks to affect meaning. In example (19), we used an explicit ‘A+’ grade, which frames the comment as positive feedback, even if it is preceded by a proposition that is negative on its own.

(19) Ridiculous, confusing, vaguely noir-ish nonsense. A+

All Builder systems failed to recognize it as a good movie mark, probably because such characters are filtered from input. Similarly, the quotation marks in (21) embed the speaker’s statement as said by someone else, which in turn, together with an opposing comment, contests the original negative review. This was also not caught by the Builder systems. The change of subject of consciousness or speaker could even be done without the quotation marks, as the very contradictory statements could not both be held by one person, and the second phrase in (21) is clearly a retort.

(20) Flawed, clich, contrived, and poorly developed...

(21) “Flawed, clich, contrived, and poorly developed...” What do they know.

3 Conclusion

To conclude, we have shown how the rich and informal domain of movie reviews allows for sentences that are difficult to analyze for valence. Further manipulation had succeeded in creating items that are not properly understood by the participating systems. In particular, our results suggest that the context of a movie review allows for pragmatic and stylistic manipulations that pose difficulties to current systems. The identification of some of those difficulties might contribute to the improvement of sentiment analysis systems.
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